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Abstract

In this thesis, we introduce the concept of strongly logarithmically completely

monotonic f'unctions, extend the notion of (strongly) complete monotonicity

to that of almost (strongly) complete monotonicity, and investigate proper-

ties of these and related classes of f'unctions. Several applications involving

the Binet's formula, the (di-, poly-)gamma, star-shaped, and super-additive

functions are obtained. Some specific classes of logarithmically completely

monotonic f'unctions are discussed. Each such function gives rise to an in-fi-

nitely divisible probability distribution.



List of notation

Symbol

NI

No

R+

F

-I
Ao

C(A)

RU)

r(")

,þ(r)

Definition

The set of all positive integers

The set of all nonnegative integers

The set of all positive real numbers

An open interval contained in IR+

{-rl , e /} (Here/cR)

The interior of set ,4.

The space of functions continuous on set A

The range of function /

The gamma function. (See Chapter 3)

The psi (or digamma) function. (See Chapter 3)

V1



AM Vn € N6, ¡{")(r) > 0 (See Definition 1..4)

CAI Vn € Ns, (-t¡", ¡t"l(") > 0 (See Definition 1.M)

LCM Vn € N, (-1)"[ln f (r)){") > 0 (See Definition 1.Q')

SCM Vn € NI6, (-7¡"*"+t¡{")(r) ) 0 and decreasing (See Definition2.A)

SLCM Vn € N, (-I)nr"n'[ln /(r)]{") ) 0 and decreasing (See Definition 2.1)

ASC M Vn € N, (-L)n""*t ¡{") (r) ) 0 and decreasing (See Definirion 2.2)

ACM Vn € N, (-t1",¡t"l (") 2 0 (See Definition 2.3)

vlr



Chapter 1

Introduction

Let's first introduce the notion of. absolutelg monoton¿c functions, which is

closely associated with that of completely monotor¿zc f'unctions.

Bernstein [21] in 1914 first introduced

Definition 1.4 (AM) . A functi,on f i,s sai,d to be absolutely monotonic on

an'interual I, if t e C(I), has deriuati,ues of all orders on Io and for all

n€N6

/(")(r) >0, reIo.

We use AM(I) to denote the class of all absolutely monotoni.c functions

on /.

For the interval [a, b) or [ø, b], Bernstein [21] also gave an equivalent def-

inition to Definition 1.4 as follows:

i



CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 2

Definition 1.8. A Juncti,on / zs absolutely monotonic on the i,nterual la,b)

i,f and onlg i,f

^iJ 
@),: å,-,,"-- (Ð f @ + kh) > o

k:0

for all n € NIs andfor allr andh suchthata 1r 1n*nh <b. If, in

add'it'ion, f (b) : Í(b-), then f i,s called absolutely monotonic on the,interual

[o,b].

Although it appears that there is nothing to do with the derivatives

¡{Ð(r) in Definition 1.8, this definition is actually equivalent to Definition

1.4 for I : la,b) or la.,bl.

In 1935 Grüss introduced the f'ollowing

Definition 1.C. A functi,on / zs absolutely monotonic on the i,nterual [0, 1]

i,f f i,s cont'inuous there and i,t for ¿/l n e N

n*7(1) ¿0, k:0,L,...,n, i:0,1,..., n-k. (1.i)
"\")-' 

. -1-j

Here

and

Lk ¡(n) ::
^k-rr (".+)

Lo f @) ,: Í(*).

_ Lk-, r Q),



CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

It is easy to modify this definition to appiy to the interval [ø, ó].

Since

^k-' 
r(r) : 

^k 
r(" - ;) + 

^k-r 
Í (, - :),

we may replace the condition (1.1) with the following one

Ael(o) >0, k:0,r,...,tu. (r.2)

For the interval [0, 1] (then [o,b]), Grüss' definition 1.C is equivalent to

Bernstein's definition.

That Bernstein's definition implies that of Grüss is obvious. For the

converse part, first we need the f'ollowing well-known

Theorem t.D. Suppose that J e Cl\,ll, then Bnf conuerges to f uni,formlg

on [0,I].

Here Bnf is the Bernstein Polynomial of /, i.e.

B,Í (,),: 
å, (*) (;) * u _ *)n-k

Secondly, from this result we can show

Theorem 7.8. f € C[0, t] satisfi,es the condi,tion (I.2) i,f and only iJ f i,s

the uni,form li,mi,t of a sequence of polynomials wi,th nonnegatiue coffici,ents.

Then by use of Theorem 1.E, we can prove that Grüss' definition 1.C

does imply Bernstein's 1.8.



CHAPTER 1. INTRIDUCTIoN

For details of this part and the proof of the equivalence of Bernstein's

two definitions, see 192, Chapter IV].

Clearly, if f,g e AM(I), then a/ + þg e AM(I) for a,d ) 0, and

Jg e AM(/) bV use of Leibniz's ru-le.

From the definition, a convergent series of powers of (z - ø) with nonneg-

ative coefficients represents an absolutely monotonic function on [a, a* p),

where p is the radius of convergence of the power series. On the other hand,

suppose that f (r): ÐËo an(r - a)",Ir - al < p. If any coefficient of the

series is negative, then f (r) can not be absolutely monotonic on any left or

right neighborhood of. r : a. If. arry coefficient of the series is zero, then /(ø)

can not be absoluteiy monotonic on any left neighborhood of r : 0" unless

/(z) isapolynomial. Indeed,if a¡<0,then ¡{Ð(a) <0. Hencef(Ð(r) <0

in some left and in some right neighborhood of ¿. If ak : 0, then /(t) (ø) : 0.

If f (r) is absolutely monotonic on a left neighborhood of a, then Í(k) (r) : 0

there for /(r)(r) is increasing. And this meâns that f (r) is apolynomial.

We also notice

Theorem L.F. Any functi,on whi,ch can be erpressed as a series of powers of

(*- 
") 

must be the di,JJerence of two Juncti,ons whi,ch are absolutelg monoton'ic

on a ri,ght nei,ghborhood of a.

This result follows from the observation
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þoo

Ð",@ - o,) : t lo^l@ - o,) - f{lo"l - o,)(, - o).

One of the important properties of absolutely monotonic f'unctions is that

is analytic or holomorphic. More precisely we have

n:0

Theorem t.G. If f (r) i,s absolutelg monotoni,c on la,b), then i,t can be

ertended analgt'ically into the regi,on oJ the compler z-plane: l, - ol 1b - a,

wherez:r*'iA.

n:0

Fhom this result, an absolutely monotonic function on [o, *) can be ex-

tended as an entire function.

Now suppose that /(z) is absolutely monotonic on (ø, ô) and ,/(c) : 0 for

some c e (a,b). Since /(z) is increasing on (ø, b), Í(*):0 for all r e (o,").

This fact along with Theorem 1.G leads to

Theorem L.H. Suppose that f e AM(I). If there erists ns e Io such that

f ("0) :0, then Í(n) = o on I.

n:o

Another concept which is related to completely monotonic functions is

the notion of a completely monotonic sequence.

Definition 1.I ([92, Chapter III]). / sequence {p"}i i,s called completely

monotonic z/
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where

L'l"n : þn, L**t ltn : Lk [tn+t - Lr l"n.

Such a sequence is called totallg monotonein [95].

By induction, for n, k € Ns,

(-I)k Lk pn > 0, n, k € N6,

Lrtn: 
å (i)ru'rn*t*i:Ð (f) ?r)k*ntn*n

In 1963, Lorch and Moser [62] showed that for a completely monotonic

sequence {pr"}ff, we always have

(-l)eAk¡;,>0, n,k€Ns

unless þn: c, a constant for all n € NI.

Hausdorff [49] in 1921 proved a fundamental result for such sequences

Theorem L.J. A sequence {¡r"}3" i,s completely monotoni,c i,f and onlg if

there eri,sts an 'increas'ing function a(t) on 10,71 such that

,,: [ {da(t), n€N6.
Jo

The right side of (1.3) is a Stieltjes integral.

In 1931 Widder l94l gave

(1.3)
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Definition L.K. A sequence {p")i 'is called minimal completely monotonic

if it is completelg monotoni.c and i,f i,t wi,ll not be completelg monotoni,c when

¡ts i,s replaced by a number less than ¡ts.

For such a class of sequences, Widder proved [94]

Theorem L.L. A sequence {p"ifi' i,s mi,ni,mal completely monotonic iJ and

onlg i,f there erists an,increasi,ng funct'ion a(t) onl0,Il with a(O) : a(0+)

such that

¡1
,": 

Jo 
t"da(t), n € N6.

Apparently not all completely monotonic sequences are minimal. But we

can show

Theorem L.t. For each completelg monotonic sequence {p"}i, there eri,sts

one and only one number ¡.r,f, such that {¡-t[,, þt, þ2,. . .] ¿r m,ini.mal completelg

monoton'ic.

In fact, pö : inf{pl{p, l1t,þ2,...} ir completely monotonic}. For de-

tailed proof of this result see Theorem 4.2 in Appendix A.

Now we introduce [92]

Definition 1".M (CM). A functi,on f i.s sa'id to be completely monotonic

an'interaal I, if f e C(I), has deriuat'iues of all orders on Io and for

on

all
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neN6

Some mathematicians use the terminology completely monotone instead

of completely monotonic.

The class of all completelg monotoni,cfunctions on I is denoted by C M(I).

If ineqnality (1.4) is strict, then I is said tobe strictlg completelg monotoni,c

on 1. Such a function class is denoted by Si,CM(I).

FYom Definitions 1.4 and 1.M, we have

Theorem 1.N (192]). A function f i,s completely monotonic on 0,n i,nterual

I, i,f and onlE i,f the function f (-r) zs absolutely monotonic on -1.

If f ,g e CM(I)(Si,CM(I)), and a,,6 e IR+, then by definition af + þg c

CM(I)(Si,CM(I)), and by Leibniz's rule f s e CM(I)(S¿CM(I)).

For the operation of pointwise convergence, \Me have (see [g2, p. 151])

Theorem I.O. Suppose that for n € N, .f, € CM(I), where 7 7 (a,b)

or (a,bl. If the limi,t function f (n):: lim,,*- f"@) erists on I, then f e

cM(r).

Clearly this theorem is equivalent to

Theorem l.P. SupposethatJorn € N, "f" €CM(I), where I :: (a,b) or

(o,bl. If the functi,on f (r):: IË, fn(r) eri,sts on I, then J e CM(I).

(-t¡ ¡t"t (r) > 0, n e Io (1.4)
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We notice that the interval l in Theorem 1.O or l.P can not be replaced

with [ø,ô) or [ø,b]. For example, let f"(")::I/nn, and 1 :: [I,2). Then

f" e CM(1) and

Since f øCQ), f øCM(I).

By Theorem l.N and Theorem 1.G, or Theorem 1.H, we can obtain the

following two results.

Iim f"(r): f(n):
TL+æ

Theorem L.q. If J@) is completely monotonic on (a,b], then ,it can be

ertended analgti,cally 'into the reg,ion of the compler z-plane: l, - bl 1b - a,

wherez:rt'iA.

{,

f :1;

r e (1,2).

Theorem L.R. Suppose that f e CM(I). If there erists rs € Io such that

f ("0) :0, then f (") = o on I.

Dubourdieu [32] in 1939 showed

Theorem 1.S. ,4 non-constant completely monotonic functi,on on (a,oo) zs

strictly completely rnonoton'ic there.

In 1963 Lorch and Szego [64] gave an alternative proof of this result.

In Theorem 4.1 of Appendix A, we shali give another alternative proof of
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Theorem 1.S. We observe that completely monotonic functions on other

intervals may not possess such a property. For example, Iet f (r) :: 12,I ::

(--,0). Then f e CM(I) and ¡@) :0 on,I for a1l k> 3. Hence J /
sic M (r).

In 1987 O'Cinneide [73] proved

Theorem L.T. IJ / e CM(R+), then f ("+6)If @) i,s strictly,increasi.ng'in

r on R+ for eachð > 0 unless Í(r) : ce-d' for son'Le c) 0 and some d) 0.

In 1939 Feller [38] showed

Theorem t.U. Suppose that J,g e CM(R+) . IJ there erists a stri,ctlg in-

creas,ing sequence {"*}? c lR+ wi,thlf:r(L|*n) di,uergi.ng such that f (*n) :

g(rk),k e N, then f :9 on iR.+.

The following result is Theorem 3 of [g ].

Theorem L.V. If Í € CM(I), where I :: (a,æ), then for all n € NIs

lf("),f'@),...,¡(")(r)l >0, reL (1.b)

Here, in (1.5),

10

[r@), r' @),..., f(")(z)] ::
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is a Hankel determinant (see i92]).

From this result, we can show

Theorem 1.'W. Suppose that f t'0 on I :: (a,æ) and that f € CM(I),

then f is log-conuer there.

Indeed, by Theorem 1.R, f > 0 on ,I. By Theorem 1.V

f(")Í"(*)2lf'(")l', r € I,

which means that [ln f @)]" ] 0,r € I.

We notice that if the interval (ø, oo) is replaced by other kinds of in-

tervals in Theorem 1.V or Theorem 1.W, the conciusion may not be true.

For example, let / :: (-æ,0) and f(r) :: n2, then f e CM(I). But

lf @), f'(")l 10,,r e 1. And consequentlq f @) is strictly log-concave on 1.

There exists a close relationship between completely monotonic functions

and completely monotonic sequences.

In 1931 Widder [94] showed

Theorem 1.X. Suppose that J e CMla,æ), then for ang ð > 0, the se-

quence {Í("+ nð)}Êo ,is cornpletelg monotonic.

This result was generalized by Lorch and Newman [63] in 1983 as follows

Theorem L.Y . Suppose that f e C Mla, æ). If the sequence {Lr¡,}f:o is

completely monotoni,c and rs>. a, then so is the sequence {f ("n)}|n.

11
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They [63] also proved the following two results.

Theorem f.Z. IÍ f e AMl\,æ) and i.f the sequence {"r}Ëo is completely

monotonic, then so i,s the sequence {/(r¿)}Ëo

Theorem L.A'. Suppose that f' e C M(R+) and that the sequence {Ar¿iÊo

'is completely monotoni.c. If rs i,s i,n the domain of f , then the sequence

{A/(ø¿) }Ê o'is completely monotoni,c.

Now suppose that f e CMlO,oo), by Theorem 1.X {/(")}t is com-

pletely monotonic. We may ask if there exists an interpolating function

f € CMl0,oo) such that /(n) : þn,n € N6 for any given completely

monotonic sequence {p"}3". For this, Widder [94] in 1931 established

Theorem 1.8'. There eri,sts a function f e CMl\,æ) such that f (n) :

þn,tu € No z/ and onlg ,iJ the sequence {¡1,}f; i,s mi,nimal completely monotonic.

Let {p"}f be any given completely monotonic sequence. By Theorem

1.1 there exists a number pfi such that {¡;fi, l.Lt, þ2,. . .} ir minimal. Hence

by Theorem 1.8/ there is an interpolating function g € C Ml\, oo) such that

9(0) : pfi and g(n) : ¡-r,,, n € N. Then rve can replace Ol¡o,t¡21 by the

linear f'unction linking the point (0,¡ro) and the point (Il2,g(Il2)), which is

completely monotonic on [0,1/2]. This discussion leads to

72
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Theorem 1.2. If the sequence {p"}i is completelg monotonic, then there

eri,sts an i,nterpolating funct'ion f (r) such that f\o,ttz1 and flvz,*l are both

completely monoton'ic and

Í(n):ltn, n€Ns.

For compositions of completely monotonic and related functions, the f'ol-

lowing are a version of the corresponding Theorems in [92, Chapter IV].

Theorem L.C'. Suppose that f e AM(I1), g e AM(I) andR(g) C \, then

f"geAM(I).

Theorem 1.D'. Suppose that f e AM(IL),g € CM(I) andR(g) c 11, then

f"seCM(I).

The following example shows thaf f o g may not belong ro CM(I) for

f e CM(It),g e AM(I) and?;'(s) c 11.

Let f (r) :: e-',g(r) :: 12, then / € CM(R) ,g € AM(R+). But

Í " g(") : e-r2 ø cM(I) since [/ o g(r)]" : 2e-*' (2r' - 1) < 0 when

r e (0, ,/212).

The next result, which was established in 1983 by Lorch and Newman

[63, Theorem 5], is a converse of Theorem 1.D'.

Theorem L.E'. If for each g € CM(IR*), "f 
o g e CM(IR+), then J e

AM(R+).

13
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The following result is a generalized form of Theorem 2 of [68].

Theorem L.F'. Suppose that f e CM(Iù,g € C(I),g' e CM(I") and

R(g) c 11, then f " s e CM(I).

From this result we obtain that if f e CM(l1),where 11 :: (a,ö) with

-oo ( a <b ( N, then /(b - e-") €CM(I). Here 1,: (-ln(b- ø),oo).

In 1983 Lorch and Newman [63, Theorem 4] gave an interesting result

related to Theorem 1.F'as follows.

Theorem 1.G'. For each functi,on f e CM(I), where / :: [0, æ), there

erists afunctiong onI suchthatg(O) :0,Íog €CM(I) andg'øCM(R+).

This result shows that g' € CM(I') is not a necessa,ry condition in The-

orem 1.F'.

For the representations of the completely monotonic functions on IR+ or

on [0, oo), the following are the well known Bernstein's Theorems (see [92,

Chapter IV, Section 12]).

Theorem 1.H'. f e CM(R+) lJ and onlg i.f there eri,sts an,inreasing func-

tion a(t) on 10,æ) such that

L4

¡@): l, e-"tda(t). (1 6)
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Theorem t.I'. Í eCM(I), where /:: [0, Ø), i,l and onlg i,f there erists a

bounded, i,ncreas'ing funct'ion a(t) on I such that

/^ 
Oo

J@): I e-,tda(t).
Jo

Here, and throughout the thesis, i,ncreasi,ng and decreasi,ng are understood

in a non-strict sense, i.e. increas'ing means non-decreasi,ng (and decreas,ing

means non-'increasi,ng). The right side of (1.6) is an improper Stieltjes inte-

gral.

In [92] Widder provided three different methods of proof for Theorem 1.I'.

In1944 Pollard [75] also gave a proof for this result.

By use of Theorem 1.N, we can obtain the following two results.

Theorem L.J'. f € AM(I), where,I:: (-oo,0), i,f and onlg i,f there etists

an 'increas'ing Juncti,on a(t) on 10, æ) such that

fæ
f @): Jo 

e*tda(t)'

Theorem 1.K'. f e AM(I), where 1 :: (-oo, 0], i.Í and onlg i,f there eri,sts

a bounded, i,ncreas'ing functi,on a(t) on -I such that

15

t'
f (r): I e"tda(t).

Jo

In 1928, Bernetein [22] proved Theorem 1.J'. AIso Hausdorff 150] in 1921

established a similar result to this theorem.
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The completely monotonic functions have remarkable applications in the

theory of special functions, probability and statistics theories, physics, etc.

For example, in 1972 Muldoon [72] proved

Theorem L.Lt. Suppose that f > 0 on I '= (o,oo) w'ith a ) 0 and that

(InJ)" e CM(I). If there eri,sts a stri,ctlg i.nueasing sequence {r¡if c I

such that DËrGl"r) d'iuerges and f (r¡): f(zr),k e NI, then J@) = f(z)

on I.

Here f denotes the gamma function (see Chapter 3). A careful analysis of

his proof shows that if {r¡}i C 1 is strictly decreasing with r¿ } c } a, then

the conclusion is also valid (the case in which {"*}i C 1is strictly increasing

and bounded is already inciuded in Theorem 1.L'). The next result is also

proved in 172].

Theorem 1.M'. Let f (r) be such that f'(r) > 0 on I :: (a,æ) wi,th a >

a, where a :: I.46163. . . i,s the un'ique pos'it'iue zero of lþ(r) If J lf ' e

CM(I) and, i,f there eri,sts a strictly i,ncreas'ing sequence {r¿}i C I such that

16

DËt Gl"n) d'iuerges and f (r¡,): f (øi,), k e N, then f (r) : l(n) on I.

Here, in Theorem \.M' , ,þ denotes the psi or digamma function (see Chap-

ter 3).

Now we quote the following two results, due to Kimberling [58] in L974,
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as examples of applications of completely monotonic functions in probability

and statistics.

Theorem 1.N'. Suppose f i.s a stri,ctlg decreasi,ng Juncti,on froml0,æ] into

l0,r], that /(0) : r and /(-) ) 0, and that {F"} 'is a sequence of cont'inu-

ous d'istri,buti,on functi,ons ouer whi,ch f i,s admi,ssi,ble. Then f is cornpletely

monoton'ic on [0, oo).

Theorem 1.O'. Suppose {F"} u a sequence oJ di,stri,buti,on funct'ions. Sup-

pose f i,s functi,on froml0,æl onto l},L] which is completely monotoni.c on

10,*) . Then f i,s admi,ssi,ble ouer {F"}.

Here, in Theorems 1.N' and 1.O', that / is admissible over {fl,} means

that there exists a probability space (Q, A,P) and a sequence {X"} of random

variables defined on that space such that f], is the distribution function of

{X^} for n € N and {X.} is exchangeable under /. For meanings of other

terminologies here see [58]. AIso see 159,74,84, 86] for more applications in

probability and statistics.

For the applications in physics, in 1970, Day [30] established

L7

Theorem t.P' . In a linear ui,scoelasti,c materi,al the relarati,on Juncti,on G(r)

has the propertE that G(r) - G(*) i,s completelg monoton'ic on 10,æ) lf and

only i,f the uork done on retraced paths is i,ncreased by delag.
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In a non-linear viscoelastic material, the author also proved under certain

conditions G(*), the infinitesimal relaxation function, has the property that

G(r) - G(*) is completely monotonic on [0, oo) (cf. [30, Theorem 2] f'or

details of this result). For the meanings of terminologies used here see [30].

The applications in physics can also be found, for example, in [39].

In 2004, Qi and Chen [78] first explicitly give the following notion:

Definition 1.Q' (LCM). A tuncti.on f is sa'id to be Iogarithmically com-

pletely monotonic on 0,n i.nteraal I i.Í f > 0, f e C(I), has deriuat'iues oJ all

orders on Io and for r¿ € N

The set of all logari,thmi,callg completely monoton'ic functions on .I is de-

noted by LCM(I). If inequality (1.7) is strict, then / is said to be stri,ctlg

logari,thm'icallg completely monotoni,c. Such a function class is denoted by

siLC M(r).

By using Dubourdieu's result Theorem 1.S, we can prove

18

(-l)"[ln f@)](") >0, neIo.

Theorem L.H. A logarithm'icallg completelE monoton'ic functi,on wh'ich

not i,dent'icallg equal to c6e-" on (a, æ) for sonxe co ) 0 and some c ) 0

strictly I o g ari,thmi, callg comp letely m ono ton'ic there.

For the proof of this result, see Theorem 4.3 of Appendix A.

(i.7)

,is

,is
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From Definition 1.Q/, it is apparent that if f ,g e LCM(I), then f g e

LCM(I) and fo € LCM(I) for any a ) 0. Notice thai if f e CM(I), we

can not guarantee that f" € CM(I) f'or every c € R+. For example, let

f (r):: -Inr,I :: (0,1). Then f eCM(I). But for a:712, f" øCM(I)

since

(Í')" (*) :

when r e (U\/e,1) c I.

F}om [61, Result A] bv Lorch of 2003, a similar result to O'Cinneide's

Theorem 1.T can be easily derived.

Theorem L.S'. If J e LCM(I), then f@+t)lf@)'is'increasi,ns i,nr for

each fi,redó > 0 such that r + 6 e L

In [61] Lorch also gave a simple proof for O'Cinneide's Theorem 1.T.

It was proved by Qi and Chen [78] in 2004 that

Theorem 1.T/.

LCM(I) c cM(I).

The following example shows that

LCM(I) + cM(r).

Let, f (r):: -lnlr,I:: (0,1).Then f eCM(I). But f øLCM(I) since

(tnf (r)),,: #*}]-P. o

-(2lnr + t)
4r2(-Inr)s/z

19

<0
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if n € (71e,7).

It is worth mentioning that by using Lemma 2.18 we can give a simpler

and shorter proof of Theorem 1.T/ than that in [78] (see Theorem 4.4 in

Appendix A).

In 1967 Horn [47, Theorem 4.4] established the f'ollowing result, in terms

of logarithmically completely monotonic functions.

Theorem 1.U/. Suppose that f I 0 on IR+. Then f € LCM(R+) tf and

only if (7 e CM(R+) for all n € N.

A function such that (l e CM(lR+),n € NI is called infinitely divisi-

ble completely monotonic in [47]. We note that, for the interval 1 :: R+

Theorem 1.T/ is a direct consequence of Horn's result Theorem 1.U'.

In 2004 Berg [17, Theorem 1.1] reproved Theorem 1.U' following a quite

different approach from that of Horn [47].

Before introducing the next result, we need

20

Definition 1.V' ([37, Chapter VI, Sectio" 3]). A distri,but'ion F 'is called

i,nfini,tely di,ui,si,ble i,f for each n € N úåere etists a di,stri,buti,on Fn such that

F i,s the n-fold conuolut'ion ol F" wi,th i,tself; i.e.,

F:Fl*=W.
n times
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In other words, F i,s i,nf,ni,tely diuisible i,f and onIE i,f for each n e N ¿ú

can be represented as the d'istri,buti,on of the sum

Sn:Xr,n+"'+Xnp

of n independent random uariables wi,th a coTnrnon d,istri,buti,on Fn.

For example, ali gamma distributions, the Poisson and the compound

Poisson distributions are infinitely divisible.

It is known that (see [37, Chapter XIII, Section 7])

Theorem l-.'W'. A functi,on u i,s the Laplace transform of an i,nfini,tely di,-

ui,s'ible probabilitg di.stri.buti,on i,f and ontg i,f u) : e-h, where h 'is a funct'ion

suchthat h(0) : A(0+) :0 andh'eCM(R+).

From this result, we can obtain a characterization of logarithmically com-

pletely monotonic functions as f'ollows.

Theorem l.X'. A funct'ion f wi,th /(0) > 0 i,s i,n LCM(I), uhere I ::

[0,*), i,J and onlg i.f the funct'ion f lf!)'is the Laplace transform of an

i,nfini,tely di,ui,si,ble probability d'istri,but'ion.

For the proof of this result, see Theorem A..5 of Appendix A.

The following form of definition of Stieltjes transform was adopted by

Berg and Forst in their book [20, p. 127] published in 1975.

27
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Definition l-.Y'. A functi,on / on IR.+ ,is called a Sti,eltjes transforrn, i,f there

etist a constant ¿ ) 0 and an'increas'ing Juncti,on p, onl\,æ) such that

r* du(t\Í(*): "* Jo ï#, ø € IR+.

For example, let f (n) :: U J". Since

/(z) is a Stieltjes transform.

We note that this definition of Stieltjes transform is a little different

from that of Widder [93], [92, p.325]. Under Widder's definition, a Stieltjes

transform may be negative.

In 2004 Berg [17, Theorem 1.2] proved

Theorem t.Z'. A non-zero Stieltjes transform belong to LCM(R+).

22

We now give a brief summary for the rest of this thesis.

In Chapter 2, we discuss some function classes related to the class of

completely monotonic functions. Some materials are inciuded in Chapter 3

about the (di-, poly-, incomplete) gamma functions and (Riemann, Hurwitz)

zeta functions which will be used in Chapters 4-8. In Chapters 4-6, some

classes of logarithmically completely monotonic functions are studied. In

Chapter 7, we give a class of completely monotonic functions related to the
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remainder of Binet's formula. In Chapter 8, we discuss the monotonicity

and concavity properties of some functions as well as some applications. In

Appendix A, we present short proofs for some interesting results mentioned

in this chapter.



Chapter 2

Some classes related to
completely monotonic functions

2.L Introduction and main results

In 1989, Trimble, et al [87] introduced the following notion:

Definition 2..A' (SCM). A functi,on f i,s sai,d to be strongly completely

monotonic on I+ i,f, Jor all n e Ns, (-1)'øn+t¡(n)(r) are nonnegat'iue and

decreasi,ng on I+.

The class of such f'unctions is denoted by SCM(I+). By the definition

aÍ + þg e SCM(1+) if Í,g € SCM(I+) and a, P>0. Using Leibniz's rule

we can get f g e SCM(I*) If Í, s e SCM(I+).

24
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Trimble, et al [87] proved

Theorem 2.8. Í € SCM(R.+) i,f and only i,f there eri,sts 0, nonnegatine and

i,ncreasing Juncti,on þ(t) on [0, -) such that

fæ
f @): Jo 

e-"tþ(t)dt, z € lR+.

They also showed that if / € ,SCM(IR+) and if Í * ,1" on IR+ for some

c ) 0, then g t:71Í is star-shaped on ìR+ (i.e. g(ar) < ag(r) for a e (0, 1)

and z € R+).

Clearly,

SCM(I+) c CM(I+).

Letr a ) 1, then the functions /"(z) : a-d € LCM(R+) n SCM(R*).

Therefore

LCM(R+) n,SCM(R*) + Ø

In this chapter, we introduce a subclass of functions in LCM(I*)(i...

SLCM(I+) , cf. Definition 2.1) which is disjoint from SCM(/+). We also

give a function class(i.e. ASCM(I+), cf. Definition 2.2) which contains

SLC M(I+ ) and SC M(I+), but is different from C M(1+). Such a function

class and C M (I+) are contained in another function class which shall be
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introduced in Definition 2.3. Then we study properties of these function

classes.

Definition 2.1 (SLCM). A posi,ti,ue functi,on f i,s sai,d to be strongly logarith-

mically completely monotonic on I+ i,f, for alln e. N[, (-l)"r"+rlln f (r)]{")

are nonnegati,ue and decreas'ing on I+.

Such a fnnction class is denoted by SLCM(I+). For example, e7/' €

SLCM(R+). But e-" Q LCM(R+) - SLCM(R*). From the definition

f"sþ e SLCM(I+) if /, g € SLCM(/+) and a,0 ) 0; also

SLCM(I+) c LCM(I+).

The f'ollowing example shows that a Stieltjes transf'orm (see Defi.nition

1.Y') may not belong to ^9CM(R+)U SLCM(lRn)' Let f (r) ,: lllî.Since

t(*\-ß [* dt 
-¿rrÞ*J \"4): n Jo (* +t){t' r e rÑ 

'

/(ø) is a Stieltjes transform. It is easy to veryfy that f (n) /,SCM(R.+) U

s LC M (R+).

Definition 2.2 (ASCM). A functi.on f i,s sai,d to be almost strongly com-

pletely monotonic on I+ i,f , for all n € N, (-1)"zn+r ¡(n) (r) are nonnegat'iue

and decreasi,ng on I+.
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The class of almost strongly completeiy monotonic functions on 1+ is

denoted by ASCM(I+). Notice that the difference between Definition 2.4

and Definition 2.2 is that n:0 is excluded here.

For example,

From the definition, af + þg e ASCM(I+) if f,g € ASCM(I+)

a,,13 ) 0.

By Leibniz's rule f'or (/g){"), we have for n € N

7 + Il 12 € ASC M(R+) -,9CM(R+).

(-r)n,'*' u ù@ : :Ð(i) r-u-,.n+t ¡@) (r¡'-n rn-r'c+r n@-k) ,

hence fgeASCM(I+)if f,g€ASCM(1+) and f,s>0.

Definition 2.3 (ACM). A functi,on f i,s sai,d to be almost completely monotonic

on 0,n'interual I, i.Í f € C(I), has deri,uatiues of all orders on Io and for all

n€NI

Ç1)¡r"l(") >0, r€Io.

Let's use ACM(I) to denote the set of all such f'unctions on 1.

For example, the important functions -rþ(r),-Inr are in ACM(R+),

but not in CM(lR+)(also, - lnz ø ASCM(R*)).

Directiyfromthe definition, we see af +0S € ACM(I) if f ,g € ACM(I)

and a, 13 > 0.
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It is easy to see that

ASCM(r+)uCM(r+) c ACM(r+). (2.1)

The following two results immediately follow from definitions and so the

proofs will be omitted.

Theorem 2.4.

1. -f e ACM(I) tf and only i,f f e CQ) and f' e CM(I').

2. -Í e ASCM(I+) implies Í' € SCM(I+).

We note that the converse of Theorem 2.4(2) is not true. For example,

Iet /(z) :: lnø, then f'(r):1lr € ^jCM(R+), while -Í(*): -Inr Ø

ASCM(R+) - indeed, (-1)1r21-f (*)l' : tr is strictly increasing on IR+.

Theorem 2.5.

1. f € LCM(I) i,J and onls i,f f > 0 andlnf e ACM(I).

2. f e SLCM(I+) if and onls i.f / > 0 andlnf e ASCM(I+).

Theorem 2.6. A stronglg logari,thm'icallg completely monotoni,c functi,on on

I+ must be almost strongly completely monotoni,c on I+. i. e.

SLCM(I+) c ASCM(I+).
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It is easy to see that

and

SCM(I+) c ASCM(I+).

From Theorem 2.6 and (2.3),

SLCM(I+)u SCM(I+) c CM(I+),

From (2.1), (2.2) and (2.4), we see tha| C M (I+) and ASC M (I+) all contain

SLCM(I+)U SCM(1+) and are all contained in ACM(I+). The following

examples show that CM(I+) and ASCM(/+) do not contain each other.

-1 + tf 12 e ASCM(R+) - CM(R+).

rl'/" € CM(R+) - ASC M(R*).

SLCM(I+)u SCM(/*) c ASCM(I+).

29

Theorem 2.7.

(2.2)

In other words, a stronglg logari,thm'ically completelg monoton'ic funct'ion on

iR+ cøn not be stronglg completelg monoton'ic on IR+, or, 0, strongly com-

pletely monoton'ic functi,on on lR+ can not be strongly logari,thmicallE com-

pletely monoton'ic on R+.

(2.3)

SLCM(R+) n SCM(R*): Ø.

(2.4)
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Theorem 2.8.

1. Suppose that f € C(I),/ > 0 and f' € CM(l"), then llf e LCM(I).

2. Suppose that J > 0 and Í' e SCM(I+). If rf'(r) > Í(r),* e I+, then

U f e sLCM(I+).

For example, let J@) ::Inr,I+ ,: (1, e). Then f'(r) :7lr € SCM(I+)

and rf'(r) : 1 > Í(r) : lnr, n e I+. By Theorem 2.8(2), IlÍ@) :

lllnr e SLCM(I+).

The condition: rf'(r) > Í(r),n e. I+ in Theorem 2.8(2) can not be

deleted. For example, let Í(r)::lnr,I+;: (e,oo). Then f'(r): Ilr e

SCM(I+) and the condition rf'(r) > f (r),r € I+ is not satisfied. It is

easy to verify that (-1)rr2ltn(tllnz)]' : rllnr is strictly increasing on f+.

Theref'ore tlf @):7lInr ø SLCM(I+).

Theorem 2.9.

1. Suppose that f > 0 and -Í e ACM(I), thenllf e LCM(I).

2. Suppose that J > 0 and -f e ASCM(I+). Then Ilf e SLCM(I+).

Theorem 2.IO.

1. Suppose that f € AM(Iù,g e ACM(I) andk(g) c \, then f " g Ç

cM(r).
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2. Suppose that J e AM(I),s € ASCM(I+) and&(s) c I, then f " g €

ASC M (r+).

Ler J € LCM(I), then ln/ e ACM(I). Since e" e AM(IR), by Theorem

2.10(1), etnf - J e CM(I). Hence Qi and Chen's result Theorem 1.T'is a

simple corollary to Theorem 2.10(1).

Theorem 2.L1. Let It be an open'interual and f defined on \.

1. If f'€AM(I¡),g€ACM(I) andk(s)c11, thenf "se ACM(I).

2. If Í' e AM(I),g e ASCM(I+) andÃ(s) C It, then -(J o s)' €

ASCM(r+).

Theorem 2.L2.

1. Suppose that f € ACM(Ir),g e C(I),g' e CM(I') andR(g) c h,

thenfoseACM(I).

2. Suppose that f € ASCM(I[),g' € SCM(I+) andR(s) c I[. If

2ng' (r) > g(r),r € I+, then f o g e ASCM(I+).

The conditton Zng'(r) 2 g(r),,r e I+ in Theorem 2.12(2) can not be

deleted even if f e ASCMQ{) is replaced by a stronger condition: f e

SCM(I[). For example, let f @) ::1lr,g(r):: lnr and I] :: (r',-).
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Then f e SCM(R*), g' e SCM(I+), and the condition2rg'(r) > g@),n e

1+ is not satisfied. It is easy to show that

(_t)'*'[fog(r)]'::-
fir- r

is strictly increasing on 1+. Hence f " g(") ø ASCM(I+).

Theorem 2.L3.

1. Supposethat f e ACM(It),-g e ACM(I) andH(g) c 11, then f "g e

ACM(r).

2. Suppose that f € ACM(I),-g e ASCM(I+) andR(s) c h Then

f"seASCM(I+).

Theorem 2.L4.

1. Suppose that f e LCM(Ir),g e C(I),s' e CM(I') andR(9) c 11,

thenJoseLCM(I).

2. Suppose that f €. SLCM(I{),s' e SCM(I+) andR(g) c I{. If

2rg'(r) > g(n),n e I+, then f o g e SLC M(I*).

The condition: 2rg'(r) 2 g(r),r € I+ in Theorem 2.14(2) can not be

deleted. For example, let f @):: et/",g(r)::Inr and,I+ ,: ("',oo). Then

it is easy to verify that / € SLCM(R*),g', e scM(I+), and the condition
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2rg'(r) > g("),r e I+ is not satisfied. We can show that h(r):: f o g(r):

exp(#) ø SLCM(/+). Indeed

(-t)1r2[ln h(*)]' : h---+ oo

as iD --+ oo. Therefore rf 1n2 r can not be decreasing on 1+

Theorem 2.L5.

1. Suppose that f € LCM(IL),-g e ACM(I) andR(s) c 11,

LC M (r).

2. Suppose that f e LCM(Ir),-g e ASCM(I+) andR(s)

f"seSLCM(I+).

Theorem 2.L6. Let It and I be open interual, and f and g defined on 11

and I respectiuely.

1. If f' e CM(Ir),9' e CM(I) andR(s) c 11, then (Í " g)' e CM(I).

If Í' € LCM(I),s' € LCM(I) and R(s) C It, then (f o e)'

LC M (r).

ná.

Theorem 2.L7. LetJ andgbedefinedonl{ andl+ respect'iuely. IÍ0<

f' e ASCM(I{),9' e SCM(I*),R(s) c I{ and2rs'(n) 2 g(n),r e I+,

then (f " s)' € ASCM(I+).

then.f og e

C It. Then
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The above Theorems are useful tools in deaiing with composite functions.

For example, let f(n):: tlr,g(n):: lnr and.I+ ': (!,e2). Then / e

ASCM(R+),g' € SCM(I+). It is easy to see that2rgt(r) > g(n),r e I+.

Thus by Theorem 2.12(2),

1

Íos(*):* €ASCM(I+).

It is (almost) impossible directly using the definition to show rhaf 7l ln r €

ASCM(I+) due to the complexity of computation.

2.2 Proofs of main results

We need the following lemma to prove the main results of this chapter.

Lemma 2.1-8 ([40, p 21]). Suppose that the funct'ions A : A(r),r e. 11 and

ï:ç(t),te I aren ti,mes di,fterent'iable, andR(d CIt. Then, fort€1,

dîy s- nt. d*a@(t)) / ç'\o' ( p"\o' ( r@)¡i"
dt' 

:
(ù,i2,... ,in)eLn

where m :'it * iz * . . . I'in and

¡ .- ll: ; ^'\l; , 
n

t\n ;: 1(it,i,z,. . . ,in)lir,i,r,. . . ,i, € No, Ðri, - n\. (2.5)
U:7

The following is a self-contained proof for Theorem2.6. By using Theorem

2.5(2) and Theorem 2.10(2), rue can give another proof of this result.
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Proof of Theorem 2.6. Suppose that J e SLCM(I+). Let g(r)

By definition, for i e N,

(-l)nro*'g(i)(r) are nonnegative and decreasing on 1+

By Lemma 2.18, for n € N,

dî f : \-- nl 
os@)

dr"
\xt,z2,..tLn)t¿\n

where r\,, is defined by (2.5).

For any (it,ir,... ,in) € Àr, we have

Thus

(-Lìr¡"*' :

35

hr@).

( 
- 1 \it Í2izl "' tni'n *2i1*3i21_ "' + (n+I)in

n -n*l \ ',/

(f)" (#)' (#)^,

(2.6)

î,ùIiz*"'*in-7

nt ¿o@) / (_t)rr, g,\o' ( (-7)"r"*tn{",) \'"
irt...t"Irt,+-+t"-r\ 1l i \ "l /

(2.7)

,i,-) e I\n,

(-7¡*"+'¡(")@)

By taking 'i : l in the condition (2.6), we see g'(r) ( 0, that is, g(z) is

decreasing on 1+. Therefore, for ('i1, i2,... ,in) € l\n, ee@)a1-(it*iz-r"'-ti') are

ù*'iz+...+in)!.
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nonnegative and decreasing on 1+. Also, by the condition (2.6), each fäctor in

(2.7) f'ollowing the factor ¿s@) *r-1t'¡iz*"'*i-) is nonnegative and decreasing on

1+. So we conclude that, for all n € N, (-L)"*"nt ¡{") (r) are nonnegative and

decreasing on 1+. By definition, / e ASCM(I+). The proof is complete. n

ProoJ of Theorem 2.7. Nolethatitisenoughtoshowthatif f e SLCM(R+)

then I ø ^9CM(R+). Now suppose that Í e SLCM(R*). Ler g(r) :

Inf (r). Then, by definition, -r2g'(r) is decreasing on iR.+. So

]i*(-"' g'(")) I - s' (L).

We claim rhat f (r) ø SCM(R+).

If f @) were in SCM(R.+), then rf (n) would be decreasing on IR.+, that

IS

Since

frf(r)l'<0, z€lR+

fïom (2.9),

l"J@)l': f(*)irf'(r)

- 
"o@) 

* r"s@) g,(r)

_ 
"o@)e+rg,(n)),

(2 8)

1+rg'(r)<0, z€lR+

(2.e)

(2.10)
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From (2.10),

-r2g'(r))r, r€lR+.

Therefore

]He"'s'(r)) : -.
In view of (2.8), we have arrived at a contradiction. And our claim has been

proved. n

ProoJ of Theorem 2.8(1). Without ioss any generality, we may assume 1is

open. Let h(r) :: ln(71 J (r)) : - In f (r), r e L

It is easy to verify that for k e Nl

Since J' e CM(I),

.tt

(_1)n[/,(r)1i;) : (_i)r ¡(r.+r) (r) 2 0,r €1,e e Ns.

By Lemma 2.18 and (2.11), for n € N,

(lnr)(t) -

eÐh(")@)

: (- 1¡"+t

(_r¡r-r(k _ 1)!
t^tr'

(ù,iz;",¿¿)e 
^n

nl
ir\"l- ' 'r-l

(2.11)

(-L)*-r(m - t)l
lr@)l^

(2.12)

(o)" (+)^
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where rn:'ir * iz + ...*,in ) 1 and À, is defined by (2 5).

Combining (2.12) and (2.13) gives

?Ðh<"1(") > 0,r e1,n € NI.

nl t 1\2n1.@ - t)l / (-1)o/,\ n' ( (-t7"-, ,(",)\ '"
t,t:h;ct¡'*ffç¡ff (î-l j

(2.13)

Hence UÍ e LCM(I).

The proof of Theorem 2.8(1) is complete.

Proof of Theorem 2.8(2).

LeI h(r)::ln(7lf (ø)) : -ln/(ø), r e I+.

Since f' e SCM(I+),

(-l)o*n*tfrz+t)(r) are nonnegative and decreasing on -I+ for i e Ns.

(2.14)

By Lemma 2.18 and

(-7)rn*t¡{")@)

: (-1)n+7rn+t

(2.II),forn€NI,

(it,iz,.'. ,¿n)e1'n

(h,¿2,..' ,in)eltn

nl r,,,zynr(ffi - I)l ((-1)orl'\"
trr...-y\-tt -lfffi \- 1i-/

n! (-t¡--t (m - I)l (o)" (+)^

( (-l)"-1r" fr"tl'"
\ nt' )'

(2.r5)
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where m:'it * iz -l ...* in ) 1 and Â," is defined by (2.5).

Since rÍ'(r) > f(*),r € I+,

* is positive and decreasing on /+.
I\r)

By setting e:0 in (2.74), we get f'(r)20,n €.I+, i.e.,

/(r) is increasing on -I+.

From (2.16) and (2.17), in view that i À -ar and m ) I, we seelf@)l* [/(z)]m-t /(') *--* "- - -1

By Q.Ia) and (2.1S), from (2.15), we conclude that (-I)"r"*'¡7(")(r) are

nonnegative and decreasing on 1+ for n € N. Hence Ilf e SLCM(I+).

The proof of Theorem 2.8(2) is complete. n

Proof oJ Theorem 2.9(1). Since -f e ACM(1") implies f' e CM(I'), by

Theorem 2.8(1), we obtain thar llf € LCM(I).

The proof of Theorem 2.9(1) is complete.

ProoJ of Theorem 2.9(2).

Let h(r) :: In(I1 f (r)) : - In f (n), r € I+ .

Since -J e ASCM(I+),

(-I¡t'+trt+t ¡(t) @) are nonnegative and decreasing on 1+ f'or z € N.

(2.1e)

r
lîW 

are nonnegative and decreasing on -I+.
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(2.16)

(2.17)

(2.18)
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By Lemma 2.18 and (2.11), f'or n € NI,

(-r)""*'¡{")@)

: (-I)n+rrn+r
(û'¿z'
t
"' ,i")eltn

where m :'it * iz -1... * in) 1 and Â,, is defined by (2.5).

By setting i:1in (2.19), we get f'(")20,r € I+,i.e.,

/(z) is increasing on 1+.

nt (m-r)t ((-t)rr,f'\"... /
¿rt . .¡,"t 

","-1f @)P \ 1l / \

i,tt'irr. '. . nn, lÍ@)]^
n! (-t¡--t (m - 1)l

Since m) \,by (2.19) and(2.27),from(2.20), weconcludethat (-I¡n""+t¡r(")(r)

are nonnegative and decreasing on 1+ for n€ NI. Hence Ilf e SLCM(I+).

The proof of Theorem 2.9(2) is complete. n

ProoJ of Theorem 2.10(1). By Lemma 2.18, for n € NI

(-1)"[/ o s1(") çr)

40

(o)" (+)^

(_7¡r.+tr"+t¡(n) 1'"
nl

))

T
(h,¿2,-.' ,in)elYn

(2.

¡.!-r¡,('n) Ø@)) (C#) " . . . 
ç(-tY 

g("t¡"" 
(2.22)

(2.2r)
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Since f e AM(Ir) and R(e) c I¡

and

Since s € ACM(I),

?¡t'nro(r) à o, ï € I,z e N[.

By Q.2Q and (2.25), from (2.22), we have

(-1)"[/o91(")12) > 0, n e I,n e N.

(2.26) together with (2.23) means that / o s e CM(I).

The proof of Theorem 2.10(1) is complete.

ProoJ oJ Theorem 2.10(2).

Since g € ASCM(1+), f'or a € N,

(-t)¿r¿+lg(t)ça¡ are nonnegative and decreasing on 1+

f(g@))>0, r€1,

f(o)(s(r)) >0, r € I,z € NI.
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(2.23)

Let h(n),: f o g@) : f(g(")),r € I+. By Lemma 2.18, for n € N,

(2.24)

(2.25)

(2.26)

(-1)r"+r¡(")@)

(2.27)
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(ù,i2,"' ,in)elvn

where Tn :'it * iz * -'. + i"> 1.

nl f@ Ø@)) ( (-t)t*2 g'\ t' 
. . . ( (-t)"*"*' gt""t¡n"

il...x"t r*-r \ 1t / \ "t / 1

(2.28)

Since f e AM(I), g e ASCM(I+) and 7?(g) C I, f @)(ø) are nonnegative

and increasing on -I, and g(r) is decreasing on.I+. Consequently, f(*)(g("))

then

J@t(g(r))
**Y are nonnegative and decreasing on 1+. (2.29)

By (2.27) and (2.29), from (2.28), \Me see that for n € NI, (-I¡"*"+t¡r(")(r)

âre nonnegative and decreasing on -I+.

The proof of Theorem 2.10(2) is complete. n

ProoJ oJ Theorem 2.11(1). Since g € ACM(/), by Theorem 2.4(1),

-s' e CM(I"). (2.30)

By hypotheses and Theorem 2.10 (1),

Now

-(Í " s)' (r) : - f' (g(*))g' (r) : f' (g(r))(- s' (r)),

By (2.30) and (2.31), from (2.32), we get -(f " s)' e

Theorem 2.4(1), f " s e ACM(I).

f'Ø@)) € cM(I).

n € Io. (2.32)

CM(I"). Then by

(2.31)
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The proof of Theorem 2.11(1) is complete.

ProoJ of Theorem 2.11(2).

Since g e ASCM(1+), by Theorem 2.4(2),

-g'€ SCM(I+).

Hence -g' > 0. By hypotheses and Theorem 2.10(2),

0<f'(s(r))eASCM(I+).

Now

-(Í " g)'(r): -Í'(s(r))s'(r): f'(g(*))(-g'(r)), r € I+.

By (2.33) and (2.34), from (2.35), we get -(Í " s)' e ASCM(I*).

' The proof of Theorem 2.lL(2) is complete.

ProoJ oJ Theorem 2.12(1). Without ioss generality, we can assume that l is

an open interval. LeI h(r) t: f o g(r) : Jb@)),r e I. By Lemma 2.18, f'or

n€N,

eÐh(")@)

43

(2.33)

(2.34)

(it,iz,"' ,in)eh"
-4 c\*¡{ù1nç',, (qy)"

(2.35)

l'(-t)"-
\"1

(-t)n-tr(nl1¿"

)

2.

1

(2.36)
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where rn:'it*iz*...*in 2 l and À, is defined by (2 5)

Since f e ACM([) and R(s) c 11,

(-r¡r¡to Ø@)) ) o,r e 1,2 € N[.

Since g' e CM(I),

(-t)i(st(r¡¡0) : (t¡tn(i+t)(") > 0,r e 1, j € NIs,

By (2.37) and (2.38), from (2.36), we obtain

?t)hr"l (") ì 0,r €.I,n € N.

The proof of Theorem 2.12(1) is complete.

Proof of Theorem 2.12(2).

(-r)n-tg(ù(r) I 0,n eI,i e N.

44

Since g' e SCM(1*), (-1)iri+L(gt)(i)(r) are nonnegative and decreasing on

1+ f'or / € No. That is

(_t)á-rrig(i)ça) a,re nonnegative and decreasing on -I+ for z e N. (2.39)

Let h(r) ,: J o g(r): Í(s(")),r € I+.

For (i1 ,i2,... ,'in) e l\n,

(2.37)

(2.38)

h*2i'z+"'+nzn:n,
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rn:'itIiz*...+i">I

and

(- l\n *"* t : r ( - 1 ) 
i t + iz * "' * i.n (- I)¿2 +2h + "' -t (n - L) i' n *i t *2i'z * "' *ni' n 

.

Therefore, by Lemma 2.18, for n e N

(-r¡rn+I¡(")@)

By setting i : L in (2.39), we get g'(r) > 0, thus

g(n) is increasing on -I+.

Since f e ASC M (f ), for (ir,i.r,. . . ,i,) € Â,,

(-L)^r^+r¡(*)@) are nonnegative and decreasing on 1r+. (2.42)

From the results (2.41) and (2.42), we obtain for (i1,,i2,..- ,i,) e Ì\n,

(-I)*g^+1(r¡¡(*l(g(")) are nonnegative and decreasing on 1+. (2.43)

From the conditions R.(9) C 1r* and 2rg'(n) > g(r),r e I+, it is easy to

show that

r
p6 is decreasing on 1+. (2.44)

(2.41)
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Since

(-t)* r ¡@) b@)) : (-r)^ s^+t çr7 ¡@) U ø)) O16;fu ,

m ) 7 and g(r) > 0, by (2.47), (2.43) and Q.a4), we see that

(_1¡*¡¡t*)(g(r)) are nonnegative and decreasing on 1+. (2.45)

By (2.39) and (2.45), from (2.40), we conclude that (-L¡"r"+t¡(")(r) are

nonnegative and decreasing on 1+ for n € NI, i.e., h: f o g e ASCM(I+)

The proof of Theorem 2.12(2) is complete. tr

Proof of Theorem 2.13(1). Since -g e ACM(I') implies g' e CM(I'), by

Theorem 2.72(L), we obtain f " g e AC M(I)

The proof of Theorem 2.L3(1) is complete.

ProoJ of Theorem 2.13(2).

Since -s e ASCM(I*),

(-7)i+t*t+tn@@) are nonnegative and decreasing on 1+ f'or z € N.

(2.46)

Let h(n) ,: f o g(r) : Í(g(*)),r € I+. By Lemma 2.18, for n € N,

(-r)r"*'¡@)1r):
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nt (-I)* f(*) (s(r)) ( (-I)' r's'\ n' 
. . . ( (-I)"*t r"+t sr") 1'"

il...kl r*1 \ 1l / \ rrl / '

(2.47)

where m :'it j_'iz i ... + in> I.

By setting i: 1 in (2.46), we get g'(r) > 0, thus

9(ø) is increasing on -I+. (2.48)

Since J c ACM(/1), for (ir,ir,... ,in) € Â,, (-t\^+t¡r*+t)(n) ) 0. Hence

Ç9^¡t*l(r) are nonnegative and decreasing on [. (2.49)

From the results (2.48) and (2.49), we obtain for (i1, 'iz, . . . ,'in) e Ì\n,

(9* ¡r^l G@Ð are nonnegative and decreasing on 1+. (2.50)

By Q.aQ and (2.50), from (2.47), we conclude that (-L¡"*n+r6(")(r) are

nonnegative and decreasing on -I+ for n € N, i.e., h: Í o g e ASCM(I*)

The proof of Theorem 2.73(2) is complete.

ProoJ oJ Theorem 2.14(1). Since J e LCM(It), by Theorem

ACM(I). Then by Theorem 2.I2(I), we get

(i"/) oseACM(I).

Since (1"/) og:h(f og), from (2.57), by Theorem 2.5(1), we obtain f "g e

LC M(r).

n

2.5(1), ln/ e

(2.51)
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The proof of Theorem 2.14(1) is complete.

ProoJ of Theorem 2.14(2).

Since f e SLCM(Ir*), by Theorem 2.5(2), we get In/ e ASCM(Il).

by Theorem 2.12(2), (1"/) o s e ASC M(I*). Hence

1n(/ or¡ : (ln Í) " g € ASCM(I+).

From (2.52), by Theorem2.S(2), we have Í " g € SLCM(I+).

The proof of Theorem 2.74(2) is complete.

ProoJ of Theorem 2.15. Since J e LCM(Iù, by Theorem 2.5(1), we get

1n/ e ACM(Ir).

Then by Theorem 2.13(1), we have

(1"/) oseACM(I). (2.54)

Since (1"/) o s : In(/ o s), from (2.54),1n(/ o s) e ACM(I). Theref'ore

J " g e LCM(I) by Theorem 2.5(1).

Fbom (2.53), by Theorem 2.73(2), we get

(1"/) oseASCM(I*).

(2.52)

Hence ln(/ o g) e ASCM(I*). Then by Theorem2.S(2), we conclude that

f " g € SLCM(I+).

The proof is complete. !

(2.53)
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Proof of Theorem 2.16.

I. By Theorem 1.F', f'Ø@)) e

g'(n) € CM(I).

II. By Theorem2.74(I), f'Ø@))

g'(r) e LCM(I).

The proof is complete.

Proof of Theorem 2.17. By Theorem 2.L2(2),

f'(s(")) e ASCM(I+).

Since SCM(I+) c ASCM(.I+), we get

g' e ASCM(I+).

CM(I). Hence (f " g)'(") : f'(g(*)) .

€ LC M (I). Thus (f 
" s)'(") : Í'(g(")) -

From (2.55) and (2.56), and in view that Í',g') 0, we have
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f'(s(")).s'(r): (Í o s)'(r) e ASCM(I+).

The proof is complete.

n

(2.55)

(2.56)

n



Chapter 3

The gamma and related
functions

In this chapter we include definitions of the gamma and related f'unctions as

well as some basic properties, which will be used in the following chapters.

It is well-kno\¡/n that the Euler gamma function is defined and denoted

fore>0by

One of the elementary properties of the gamma function is that f (z + 1) :

rl(r). In particular, f(n + 1) : nl. By changing the variable ú in (3.1) to

rt (r > 0), we can get

f (z) :: 
lo* 

t"-'"-'dt.

t: 1, [*¡"-r"-*t¿¡, r,z€JR+r" - l(z) Js 
u

50

(3.1)

(3.2)
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For integral representations of lnf(z), we have

Theorem 3.4 ([14, Chapter 7]). For r € IR+

i,) (Bi.net's Jormula)

rnr(r) : ("-;) rnz-r*rn Jn+ l,- (h-+*;)+t
i,i,) ( Malmstén's formula)

lnr(r) : 
Io* ff, - 

r)"-' - #l+
Definition 3.8 ([65, Chapter 1]).

1. The psi or di,gamma funct'ion, denoted bA ,þQ), ,is the logari.thmi,c deria-

ati,ue oJ the Euler gz,nxm,a Junct'ion. i,.e.

51

2. The deri,uati.ues oJ the psi, functi,onrþ@,k € N, øre called polygamma

functi,ons.

The following are some basic properties of digama and polygamma f'unc-

tions.

tþ(z)::W (3.3)
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Theorem 3.C ([40, p. 88a],[65, Chapter 1]). For n € NI,r € IR+

i,) ,þ(*):rnr - *- l,* ("= - T 
* T)"-",0,

i,i,) ',þ(,):tnr- j-- z 
fr- p¡ffi",_O,

äi) ,t,("+;):rnu -f ,lo* @T#@Tf
ir) ,¡{")@): (-1¡'+i 

lr* :-e-'tdt.
u) ,¡,(n-t) (z + 1) : r¡(n-t)çn¡ * ?tY-!L" - t)t

The function tþ(r) can also be expressed as infinite series as follows.

Theorem 3.D ([40, p. 893]).

'þ(') 
: -'Y -

n1

7 : lim (t + - hn) :0.5772756649 "'n'* 
-r-, 

u

i,s the Euler-Mascheroni, constant.

For large values of r, we have
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(3.4)

(3.5)

(3.6)

(3.7)

(3.8)

t
fr

Theorem 3.8 ([34, p. 471, [65, Chapter 1]). As n --+ æ,

i,) rnr(z + þ): ("* u- å) rnr -,*try. r(*) (3 i0)

i.i) ,þ(*):tnr - ** o(å) (3 11)

äi) (-t¡'+r,¡r')(') : + . #. o(#), n € N (2.12)

oo
s-- f+).-tj-, r€lR+,u n(n * n)'n:l\)

(3.e)
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Definition 3.F ([35]). The i,ncomplete gl,ïnn'tl, functi,ons are defined and

denotedJorz>0by

Other functions related to the gamma function which will be used are

Definition 3.G ([14, Chapter 1]).

1. The Ri,emann zeta functi,on i,s defined and denoted for z > t ba

ôo

ee)::Ð*
n:l

2. The Hurwi.tz zeta functi,on i,s defined by

cQ,ù': Ë -=, -u Ø No'
7o l'l r)'

The Riemann and Hu¡witz zeta functions have the following representa-

tions in terms of definite integrals.

Theorem 3.H ([65, Chapter 1]).

i) ((zl: L [*f-tdt. z>r."t-ry¡Js et-I, ¿'2 1'

i'i) e4,r):uä I,*#, zlr,r>0'

We also have the following relation between polygamma functions and

Hurwitz zeta functions.

l(z,r),: 
I** 

f-Le-tdt,

lQ,r) t: Ir" ¡z-1"-t¿¿.

(3.13)

(3.14)
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Theorem 3.I ([40, p. 894]). Forn € N,r € IR+

,¡{") @): (-1)n+1ntC(n* 1, ø).

The other important properties of the (di,ploy)gamma functions and zeta

f'unctions can be found, for example, respectiveiy, in Chapter I of [34] and

[54]. And the important properties of the incomplete gamma functions can

be f'ound in Chapter IX of [35].
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Chapter 4

Some classes of logarithmically
completely monotonic functions
involving the gamma function

Partly because of the applications of (logarithmically) completely monotonic

functions, a lot of mathematicians are seeking, and have f'ound, f'unctions

which are (logarithmically) completely monotonic. Among others, for exam-

ple, Vogt et al [90] in 2002 proved that the function

1

Jr@) :, * ;lnr(ø + 1) - In(z + 1)

is strictly completely monotonic on (-1, oo) and approaches 1 as r ---+ -I
and approaches 0 as r --+ oo.
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Muidoon [71] in 1978 proved that the function

isrnCM(R+) if a<l and ö> 0. Ismail, et al [51] in 1986 showedthat the

function h",a(r), defìned by (a.1), isínCM(lR+) if a) I and ô - -1.

For the logarithmically complete monotonicity property of functions, Qi

et al [80] in 2006 showed that the function

J,@):!þ#G+:)'
belongs to ICM(IR+).

In 2006 Grinshpan et al [41] proved that for aî! a¡ € lR+(k - 1,... ,n),

the function

h",u(r):¡n"ç9¡'r1Q)b, z e iR+

56

isin LC M(R*). Here, in (4.2), P",n(k - 1, . . . ,n) is the set of all vectors rz :

(*t,. . . ,mn) whose components are natural numbers such that 1 < rni <

mj 1n for 1 < i < j < k. More functions are proved to be (logarithmically)

completely monotonic in more recent works [8, 9, 10, 15, 19, 26,, 28,68, 70,

79,891.

In this and the next two chapters we present some function classes which

are (logarithmically) completely monotonic.

F"(r) :

(4.1)

\")nf!?t lI*ep_,,or(r + Ð]Lro*,)

nK"+Ð/21lI*epn,zt"-tf (ø + Ð]Lì' "*,)
(4.2)
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4.L Introduction and main results

Let a, r be real parameters, þ a non-negative parameter. Define

le"t(,Jþ)f'. re rR+.Ï",P,,(r)': L;ùu-" I ,

Qi and Chen [27] proved the following

Theorem 4.4. For r ) 0, P> 1, if a<1f2, then Í.",0,,€ LCM(R+).

But for the cases r ) 0, þ e (0,1) or r < 0, the result is unknown.

In this chapter, we mainly consider the case r ) 0, þ e (0,1)(the case

r < 0 will be considered in the next chapter). In view that f e LCM(R+)

implies (l)' e ¿CM(R+) for r > 0, we only need to consider the functions

57

First we give a necessary condition for f.",B e LCM(R+), then give some

sufficient conditions for fo,B € LCM(R+) for 0 < P < 1, and anecessaryand

sufficient condition for fo,B € LCM(R+) for 712+rß16 < P < oo. Finally

we present the complete monotonicity property of a function class related to

the f'unctions f",B@). The f'ollowing are the main results of this chapter.

Theorem 4.L. U f.,B e ¿CM(R+), then ei,ther 13 > 0 and a < min(8,712)

orP:0anda<I12.

f*,8@)':ffP' r€lR+'

(4 3)

(4.4)
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Theorem 4.2. For p el7lZ,1l, if a < min(3B2 -3þ+I,Il2), then f..,pe

¿cM(R+).

It is easy to verify that /o,o : foJ,

3p' -3p +1 < Ll2 for B e[112,112+'ßle],

and

rl2 < sP2 -3P +7 f'or B elll2+{316,11.

Hence by Theorem 4.2, we get

Corollary 4.3.

1. IJ P e [ll2,ll2+r/316], and, a < 313'-313+1, then f.*,B € LCM(R+).

2. If P € {0} ¿1112+ \/316,!1, and a < If 2, then f..,p € ¿CM(IR+).

From Theorems 4.1 and 4.4, and Corollary 4.3, we have

Corollary 4.4. Let B € {0} ulll2+ r/316,æ), then fo,p e LCM(R\ if

and onlg i,f a < Il2.

It is easy to show or see that

tJ -U3 <3þ'-3þ + 1 f'or B e lI12,3l4lc17l2,7l2+\/3161,

and that for B e (314,L],

p - rl2 < 3þ' - 3þ + 7, p - rl2 < tlz.
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Then by Corollary a.3(1) and Theorem 4.2, we obtain the following

Corollary 4.5.

1. For B e 1712,314]1, i,f a< B -713, then fo,B € ¿CM(IR+).

2. For þ e (314,I1, i,f a< P-7f2, then f,,Be ¿CM(R+).

Theorem 4.6. For þ e 10,U2), iÍ a < B - "-n(L- {J)'expl2lQ- B)1, then

f,,B e ¿CM(IR'+).

Since h(U4) > 0 and h(B) is strictly concâ,ve on l0,Il2](see Lemma 4.t3),

we have, for B e lll4,Ll2],

P -I: r (P -i'.ï
< !la_ tu.a\ 1 1

tl4 'l{r - t) + 
+

S p - "-4(r - p)' expl2l Q - Ðl

Then by Theorem 4.6, we obtain
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Corollary 4.7. For P el7l4,1l2l, if a< B -I14, then J.",B e ICM(R+).

Theorem 4.8. Fora,nAP €[0,oo), if a<0,thenÍo,B€LCM(R+).

We remark that for þ e [O,Bs)(see (4.9) for the value of þù, Theorem 4.8

is stronger than Theorem 4.6 since h(B) : P - e-A(l - P)' explzlQ- B)] < 0

in [0, Bs) (see Lemm a 4.73 and remarks right after the proof of Lemma 4.I3),
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that for 0 e ({Jo,IlZ], Theorem 4.6 is stronger than Theorem 4.8, and that

Íor B e 1712,7], Theorem 4.2 is stronger than Theorem 4.8.

The following theorems deal with the complete monotonicity property of

the functions

g*,8@) :: r l-lnl(r + P) - (r + {l- c)lnr, r € lR+ (4.5)

related to the functions f",B@).Note that, in (a.5) a and B are parameters

suchthata€lRandBl0.

Theorem 4.9. If go,g € CM(IR+), then a: Il2.

Theorem 4.LO. If a: 712, P > 712+ú16 or B :0, then l..,B e C/11(R.+).

From Theorems 4.9 and 4.10, we obtain

Corollary 4.LL. Let 13 € {0} u[112+ J316,æ), then 9a,B e CM(R\ if

and only if a: I12.

4.2 Lemmas

Theorem 3.C, 3.8 and the following are needed to prove our main results.

Lemma 4.12. The Juncti,on (ee" - 1)lr, where 0 is a real parameter, zs

increas'ing on IR+.
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This lemmâ can be verified by standard arguments. Its proof is omitted.

Lemma 4.L3. The functi,on

'is stri,ctlg 'increasi,ng and stri,ctlA concaae froml0,Il2l onto l-e-2,t1+1.

Proof. Direct computations show that

h(p) = p - "-n(t - l3)'exp(ia)L-IJ

Hence

h"(p)<0, p€[0, 1).

Since h'(Il2):0, from (4.7), we get

h'(p)>0, Bel0,1l2).

h'(P):r-2e-4Peh,

h"(þ): -2s-a.Êo lt- ¿*1
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By (4.8) and (4.7), h(p) is strictly increasing and strictly concave on [0,t12].

The rest is obvious. The proof is complete. n

By Lemma 4.13, the function h(B) has only one zero point in the intervai

10,1121. This zero point is denoted by þ0. By using Maple, we get

(4.6)

(4.7)

,60 : 0.138537498 "'

(4.8)

(4 e)
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4.3 Proofs of main results

Proof oJ Theorem l./. Suppose that f*,B e ¿CM(IR+). Then

-[rnf.,B@)]': ltt, -rþ(r+ P)+(B - a)lr> 0, ø € JR+, (4'10)

from which we have

Ifp>0,then

p-a>rlrþ@+B)-Inrl, z€lR.+. (4.11)

That is

By Theorem 3.E, for B > 0, from (4.11), we obtain

B - a > li4g ["rþ(* + p) - rlnr] : g.
t+u+

B - a> J11 rlrn(r + p) - #ø + o(h)- hzl

;rh(1 +trr.)-;
:Prim9^m0+\-1

'- r*ã 0---'- n' 2

,r7:P-j,

from which we get

a< B. (4.12)

1a<r. (4.13)
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Combining (4.12) and (4.13) yields

If 13 :0, since

by @.I\, we have

a<min(p,Il2) if p>0.

The proof is complete.

ProoJ oJ Theorem 1.2 and Theorem 4.6. It is clear that

Í",0(r) : Í,t(r)

Inf",p(r): r* lnl(z + P) - (r+ Þ - a)lnr, and

lln f *,B@)l' : ,þ(r + p) -lnø * +
By Theorem 3.C, f.or n ) 2,

a < min(1,712):1¡2.
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(4.r4)

: 
lo* ft¡ tr+þ)td,t- 

lr* 
¡n-2"-rt¿¡+(p_ 

") l,

f* ^. .¡n-2"-rt: 
Jo 

õ(t) 
", 

_, dt,

n

(4.15)

¿n-7 
"-rt 

¿¿

(4.16)

(4.77)
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where

ô(t) :: @_ a)t(et- 1) ¡¡"(t-e)t -et +1.

Direct computations show that

6'(t¡: (B - a)tet + (1 - B)t¿\-alt +eT-p)t + @ - a-L)et ta- þ,

and

where

e(t)::28 -2a - 1+ (þ - a)t+2(t- þ)e-p' + (1 - 0)'æ-B'. Øl1)

Under the conditions of Theorem 4.2 and Theorem 4.6 and by Lemma 4.13,

ô(0) : s,

ô'(0¡ : 6,
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6" (t) : e'g(t),

From (4.2I) we get

g'(t) : B - a+ (1 - fle-øt] - 3p - p(I - p)tl,

s" (t) : p(I - Ðe*ptlz(2p - r) + p(t - p)tl.

Ifrr<3p2-3É+1,then

(4.18)

(4.1e)

9(0) :l-2a>0'

(4.20)

g'(o):313'-3þ+t-alo.

(4.22)

(4.23)

(4.24)

(4.25)
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If Llz < lJ < 1, then, ftom (4.24),

By (a.25) and (4.26), we obtain

g'(t)>0, ¿>0.

By @.22) and (4.27), we have

9"(t) >0.

Hence under the conditions of Theorem 4.2, from (4.28) and (4.20),

ô"(r) >0, ¿>0. (4.29)

Combining (4.29) and (4.19) gives

s(t)>0,, ¿>0.

ô'(¿) >0, ú)0,

fïom which and (4.18), we obtain

(4.26)

In view of (4.77), we have proved that under the conditions of Theorem 4.2,

for n) 2,

(-l)"[ln f ,,ø(*)](") 20, r € lR+. (4.31)

(4.27)

(4.28)

ð(¿) >0, ú)0, (4.30)
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Nowif0<p<7f2,Let
, 2(r - 2p)to::ùL-6,

trom (4.24), it is clear that

and

Theref'ore

g'(t)>s'(to), ú>0.

A simple computation shows that

g"(t)<0 for tlts

g"(t)>0 for tlts.

Hence, if a < B-e-aQ- P)'expl2lQ-B)l and 0 < P <1f2,then

s'(t)>O, ¿>0. (4.33)

66

s' (to) : p - a - e-a(I - p)' expl2l Q - Ð1.

If P : 0, (4.33) is trivial. We have proved that, under the conditions of

Theorem 4.6, (4.33) holds. Similar to the arguments ftom (4.27) to (4.30),

by combining (4.33), (4.22), (4.20), (4.19) and (4.18), we obtain

ô(¿) >0, ¿>0,

(4.32)
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and also using (4.I7), we see that, for n ) 2, (4.31) also holds under

conditions of Theorem 4.6.

By using (3.11) of Theorem 3.E,

frn f,,B@))' : rn(l * þ - #tø.- + + o(#), as t --+ æ.

Thus for any parameters a and B

By (4.31)

From (4.34) and (4.35)

fln/*,p(z)]'<0, u €IR+

Consequently, for aII n € NI, (4.31) hoids.

,lïglt" f",B@)l':s.
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the

flnf",B@)]" ) 0, r € IR+

The proof is complete.

Proof of Theorem 1.8. FYom (4.i6), we have, for n22,

(-l)'[rn r*,s(*)](,) : 
Io* lø 

- ". # - Il*-,,
: [*lu-.-._!("r'-at' t -,Jo L' ú\ et-l

(4.34)

(4.35)

'tdt

)l 
*-"

n

(4.36)

-'t dt.

(4.37)
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It is easy to show that

From (4.37) and (4.38),

(-l)'[ln f*,p(*)]@ 2 [* l, 
e-þt - 1f

Jo l9 - 
o+Y--¡--:)t"-1e-"tdt.

By Lemma 4.I2, (e-Þt - Ðlt is increasing on iR+. Hence, for n ) 2,

(-1)"[1n Í,,8@)](") ] -a [* tn-te-'tdt> 0'
Jo

From (4.34) and (4.39), we have

[n/,,B(ø)]'<0 if o(0.

The proof is complete.

IT
et-1'et'

ú € IR.+
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ProoJ of Theorem 1.9. First we note lhal g*,8(r) : ln f",B@).

If go,B e CM(IR.+), then f.',B € LCM(R+). Hence, by Theorem 4.1, we

obtain

(4.38)

a < Il2.

On the other hand, by (3.10) of Theorem 3.E,

g,,p(r): Inu (a - rl2) +Int/2tr + O(7lr),, as

ifa(0,

(4.3e)

n

(4.40)

t ---+ æ. (4.41)
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Since g",B@) ) 0, from (4.47), we get

_ 1- Int/ztr O(tlr)*-;---ì-
2 - Inr lnr

Thus

That is

1
0.- -

2

By (a.40) and (4.42),

> rim l]Æ -o!tl')f :oø+oo I tn z Inr l

The proof is complete.

Proof of Theorem /¡.10. Since g",p(r):lnfo,B(n), by Corollary 4.4, we o

tain,forn€N,

eÐg?)p(u) >0, r€lR+

1a>t.
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In particular,

1
(l: -.

2

g'r,p(r)<0, r€lR'+,

which means thal go,p(r) is decreasing on R+. By (3.10) of Theorem 3.E,

for a: I12,

g,,s(r) :InJZn + O(rln), as n ---+ æ.

(4.42)

n

b-

(4.43)
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Hence

9*,8@) > lim g*,p(r) :lntÆ,

fïom which we see (4.43) is also valid f'or n:0.

The proof is complete.
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n



Chapter 5

Some classes of logarithmically
completely monotonic functions
involving the gamma function

5.1 Introduction and main results

In this chapter, we consider the logarithmically complete monotonicity prop-

erty of the fïnctions fo,p,,(n), defined by (4.3), for the case r < 0, or equiv-

alently consider the f'unctions

f n:,.*g_a 1,
e*,ø,,(r)': l#ç" * ø), ø € lR+.

forr>0.

77

II
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We only need to consider the functions

*r*Þ-a ñ¿ga,plr) :: 
e,f (r + {J), 

z € lK' .

Here, in (5.1), a € IR, P > 0 are parameters.

The main results of this chapter are as follows.

Theorem 5.L. If g",p e LCM(R+), then ei,ther P > 0 and a> max(8.,712)

orB:0anda)7.

Theorem 5.2. For P > 0, iJ a> max(1f2,{J3/2 -3þ+1), then 7a,B e

LC M(R+).

Corollary 5.3. go,o: 9a,! € LCM(R+) lf and only i,f a ) 7

For B > Il2, we have a simple result.

Theorem 5.4. For P > Il2, if a> B, then 9a,B e. ¿CM(R.+).

72

For B e lll2,1], Theorem 5.2 and Theorem 5.4 are the same since B :

max(If 2,, P,3P2 -3þ + 1). For P > 7, Theorem 5.4 is stronger than Theorem

5.2 since p < max(1 12, P,3P' - 3P + I) :3P' - 3P + L.

Theorem 5.6. Iet B e lt12 - JSIO,æ), then 7a,p e ¿CM(R.+) iJ and onlg

ifa2max(ll2,B).

(5. 1)
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Corollary 5.6.

1. Let 0 e [ll2-t/316,712], then 9a,p € ¿cM(R+) i,f and onty i.f a > tl2.

2. Let P > ll2, then go,p € LC M(R+) if and onlg i,f a > p.

The following theorems deal with the complete monotonicity property of

the functions

ho¡*(r),: (, +b- a)Inn-r- lnf(z+ö) +c, z €1R+, (5.2)

related to the functions 9",8@). Here in (S.Z) a,ð e lR, å > 0 are parameters.

Theorem 5.7. If ho,a," € CM(IR+), then a : 712,0 < ö < U2 and c 2

lnt/ztr.

Theorem 5.8. If a: Il2,b e lll2- J3l6,Il2] ønd c ) In'/2tr, then

ho,a,. € CM(R.+).

From Theorems 5.7 and 5.8, we get

Corollary 5.9. Let b e lIl2 - \/516,1121, then ho,a," € CM(R+) i,f and only

'if a:712 and c> Int/2tr.

5.2 Proofs of main results

Proof oJ Theorem 5.1. Suppose that 7a,p €. LCM(R+). Then

-lrns*,p(r)]' : rþ(* + P) -lnr - (B - a)ln > 0, z € 1R+,
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from which we have

IÍp>0,then

B-a<rltþ(r+B)-lnr), r€lR+. (53)

That is

By Theorem 3.E, for B > 0, from (5.3), we obtain

B - a< -Ut rlrn(n + P) - #ø + o(#)- Inzl

ï*rrn(1 +trr,)-;
:Brimln6+\-*'n-æþ r' 2

-n 
1

-p- 2,

from which we get

0 - a < Iim lrtþ(r + p) -zlnz] : g.
c-O*t ¡ \

a> B.

Combining (5.4) and (5.5) yields

If P :0, since

(5.4)

1a) -.-2

crlmax(B,Ilz) if p>0.

g",o(*) : 9o1(r)

(5 5)

(5 6)
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by (5.6), we have

c > max(l,1f2) :1.

The proof is complete.

Proof of Theorem 5.2. It is clear that

Ing",B@): (r* þ -")Inn- r-Inl(r+ 0), and

llng,,p(r))' : ln 
" - rþ(, + P) - #

By Theorem 3.C, f.or n ) 2,

(-i)"fln g,,@)l(*) : # - ?t)rþ(n-t)(r + p) - @.+-!
(5.7)

: [* ¡n-2"-æt¿¡ - [* ,t"-l _r"-r*+ß)tdt - (p - *) [* ¿n-t"-rt¿¡Jo Jo T-e-t '' 'Jo

(5.8)

roo tn-2 ^-¡t: I õQ)*.t, (5'e)
Jo \/ et_I

where

ô(t) :: (a - p)t(e' - 1) - ¿"(r-?)t + et - 1.

Direct computations show that

75

n

õ' (t¡ : (a - B)tet + (P - I)t¿G-?tt - eG-P)t + (1 + o - þ)"t - a + P,

ô(0) : 6, (5.10)
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and

where

s(t)::1*2a-2þ+ (a- þ)t+2(P -L)e-st - (1 - þ)'t"-p'. (5.13)

If p :0 or p: 1, then

ô'(0; : g,

s(t):2cr-7+(o-1)ú.

Hence under the condition of Theorem 5.2,

6" (t) : etg(t),

.q(¿) >0, ¿>0 f'or þ:0 or þ:I. (5.14)

Nowlet 13+0andBlt.

From (5.13), we get

(5. 1 1)

and

(5.12)

g'(t) : a - B + @ - le-?t.I -3P - P(r - P)tl (5.16)

Under the condition of Theorem 5.2, from (5.15),

s(0) :2a-1'

e(0) > 0.

(5.15)

(5.17)
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Flom (5.16),

g'(o):d-3P2+3P-L,

g'(*) :rlllg g'(t): a- P, and

s" (t) : Be-1t¡zçt - 2p)(r - p) - p(L - p)'tl. (5.18)

Under the condition of Theorem 5.2,

s'(0) > 0,

and

g'(oo) > 0.

i) if (1 - 2P)(1- P) < 0, from (5.18), we have

By (5.20) and (5.21),

By (5.17) and (5.22),

g"(t)<O, ¿€lR+. (b.21)

ii) H (L - 2p)(1- p) >

g'(t)>g'(oo) >0, ¿€lR+. (5.22)

(5.1e)

9(¿) >0, ú>0.

0, from (5.18),

(
l>0 if 0(ú<úo;

g"(t) <

l=o if tlt6,,|.-

(5.20)

(5.23)
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where

2n-2ß\n-ß\+ ._ __f__________j__ - rìLU '- p(r - p)'z ' v'

By (5.19), (5.20) and (5.23),

s'(t)>mln(e'(0),g'(oo)) >0, ú€R+. (5.24)

From (5.17) and (5.24),

s(t)>0, ú>0.

From the arguments of z) and 'di) above, we have proved that under the

condition of Theorem 5.2

s(t)>0,, ¿>0 for 0<p+I.

Combining (5.14) and (5.25) yields

Hence under the condition of Theorem 5.2, from (5.26) and (5.12),

ô"(r) >0, ¿>0. (5.27)

Combining (5.27) and (5.11) gives

g(t)>0,, ú>0 forall p>0.

ô'(¿) >0, ú>0,

from which and (5.10), we obtain

(5.25)

(5.26)

ð(ú) >0, ú)0,
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In view of (5.9), we have proved that under the condition of Theorem 5.2

for n22,

(-1)"[1ng,,p(r)](") >0, re lR+

By using (3.11) of Theorem 3.E,

[rns'.,o@)]' : In(1 * *l - #ø.+ +o(#), as t -+ æ.

Thus for any parameters a and B

By (5.28)

From (5.29) and (5.30)

lln9",8@))'<0, z€lR+.

Consequently, for alI n e N, (5.28) hold.

The proof is complete. n

Proof of Theorem 5.1. fuom (5.8), we have, for n) 2,

(-l)'[rn e,,B@)](,) : 
Io* l" - O - # + lft"-'"-*at

: [* l* - p - l( "r'-ov 
.-t - - t)-l ¡n-r"-xt¿¡. (s.31)Jo L- '' ¿\" et-7 -)f

"lïå[t" 
no,B(r)]t : g.

llng",B@)]")0, r€IR+

(5.28)

(5.2e)

(5.30)
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It is easy to show that

From (5.31) and (5.32),

(-1)"ftn g,,p(r)](")

By Lemma 4.L2, (e$/z-7)t

a2þ>I12,

t--- (
et -I h,ú€IR+

(-1)"[ne, ,B@)](")

Flom (5.29) and (5.33), we have

. l,*

- Ðlt

l- eT/2-p)t -la- 3Lt

lIns",B@))' < 0 if a > B > Il2.

Hence (5.33) is valid for all n € N.

The proof is complete.

is increasing on R+

BO

> (a- , I,*

tf*-'"

Hence,

(5.32)

Proof of Theorem 5.5. By Theorem 5.1, the condition is necessary. On the

other hand, if B e 11l2-\/316,1121, since max(I12, P) :112 : max(I|2, P,3P2-

3B + 1), by Theorem 5.2, we have 9a,B € ¿CM(R+); if P > If 2, since

max(lf 2,þ): 0, by Theorem5.4, we get 7a,p € LCM(R+).

The proof is complete. n

-'tdt.

¿n-I"-xt¿¡ 2 g.

forn>.2,if.

(5.33)
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Proof of Theorern 5.7. First, we note that

h",a,"(r) :ln9o,6(r) + 
".

lf ho,6," € CM(IR+), then

is decreasing and 9a,b € ¿CM(R+). By (3.10) of Theorem 3.E,

ho,a,"(r) : (Il2 - ø)ln r -InJn + OQlr) + c, as n ---+ Ø.

From (5.35) and (5.36), we get

1 lnJztr - ct O(llr)
t-o'ìff*'' as r---+æ1

which means that

ho¡'(n))0, u €lR+,

81

On the other hand,

have

(5.34)

(5.35)

712-a<

from which

a1

ho,u,"(r)since

(1 l2 - a)Inr - In'/2tr + O(7 I r) * c t h.,b,"(I)

1

2

is decreasing on

(5.36)

InJ2tr + O(1lr) - c* h",u,"(7)

(5.37)

IR+, from (5.36), we

Inr

1
a,) ---2

-* 0, as r --+ æ)

(5.38)
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Combining (5.37) and (5.38) gives

o: !.
2

From (5.35), (5.36) and (5.39), we obtain

c - In J2" > O(rln) -- o, as n ---+ æ.

That is

c2lnt/2tr.

Since 7a,b e LCM(R+), by Corollary 5.6(2) ,ff b> IfZ,thena>. b> ll2,

which is a contradiction to (5.39); by Corollary 5.3, if b : 0, then a ) l;

another contradiction to (5.39). So we have proved that

0<ö<1.-2

The proof is complete.

Proof of Theorem 5.8. By Corollary 5.6(1), 7a,b € ¿CM(IR+). Then from

(5.34), forn€NI,c€IR,

eÐhyì..(r) >0, z€lR+. (b.40)

(5.3e)

ln particular,

h'o,6,"(r)10, z€lR.+.
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Hence h",ø,"(r) is decreasing on lR+. By (3.10) of Theorem 3.E,

tto¡,"(r) : (U2 - a)ln r * c-InJ2¡r + O(Ilr), as ø --+ oo.

If. a:7f 2,c> InJZtr, from (5.41),

Therefore,

h"¡*(n) > lim ho,6,.(r) ) 0, ø € IR.+,

which means that (5.40) is also valid for n:0.

The proof is complete.

,t5gn,,r,",r): c-lnJZ¡r > O.
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(5.41)

(5.42)

n



Chapter 6

Some classes of logarithmically
completely monotonic functions
involving the gamma function

6.1 Introduction and main results

In this chapter, we give some necessary and sufficient conditions f'or some

classes of f'unctions involving the gamma function to be (logarithmically)

completely monotonic.

For simplicity, we denote the interval (mar(O, - þ), *) by Ip for p e R.

One of the main results of [44] is

III
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Theorem 6.A. Let a + 0, B be real parameters. Then the functi,on

I e*l(r + 1lle",plr),:lç"¡ffi), r€tp

i,s i,n LCMQò ,f ei,ther a > 0 and B ) 7 or a ( 0 and B <112.

We shall f'urther prove that the condition in Theorem 6.4 is also necessary.

Theorem 6.L. Let ù.+ 0, B be real parameters. Then the functi,on

o^ n(r\ ': [:"t(" f lì'i". r € rnru'P\ / 
L(r+[J)'+þ) 

Y

i,s i,n LCMQò ,f and only i,f ei.ther c ) 0 and B ) I or o < 0 and þ < 712.

The following result deals with the complete monotonicity property of a

function class related to the function g",B@).

Theorem 6.2. Let a,b,c € IR be free parameters, then the Juncti,on

G",u,"(n)::al(r +ô)1n(r+ô) - r-Inf(r+1)] +c, r € 16

i,s i,nCM(Iù i.J and only iÍa> 0,b:112 andc> fi1"7.

6.2 Proofs of the main results

Lemma 6.3. The functi,on

1-rrre¿-1
9(t) :: 1 t

i,s stri,ctly i,ncreasi,ng fromR+ onto (712,1).

(6 1)
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ProoJ of Theorem 6.1.

In view of Theorem 6.4, we only need to prove the necessity.

Suppose thar go,B(r) e LCM(1p). Then Ing",B@) is decreasing on IB. Hence

"l!ghg",p(r) 
< *.

By (3.10), we can show that

if either a < 0 and B >Il2 or a ) 0 and P <U2. In view of (6.2), we have

proved that if o ( 0, then B <712 and that if a > 0, then B> 712. Now

we need to show that if o ) 0, then B > 1 (although we already know that

P >U2).When o ) 0, Ip: IR+ since B > Il2.For n ) 2,by hypothesis,

,i!ghg",p(r) 
: *

86

By Theorem 3.I, fcl¡ n ) 2,r

(-1)"[n e*,p(r)](') : (-1)'a

: el)na

(-1)"[1n s,,p(r)](") 20, r € R+

(6.2)

)0,

l,t'r-u(r 
+ 1) -

[t-tl"t" - 
1)!((

: a(n- zlr 
[{n 

- 7)c@,r + r) - 6ir¡-)

(

n

-1)"-2(n - 2)tl-GTW=-)
I 1\n-- I -_L I.zl-1)' (rl

(6.3)

'(n -
p)"-t

2) rl

(6 4)
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Combining (6.3) and (6.a) yields that if a > 0, for n ) 2,

(n - \)Ç(n,r t I)- --4,*, I 0, ø € IR.+. (6 5)/J\ ' (r*þSn-t-

By taking the limit of both sides of (6.5) as r -r 01-, we obtain

(n-I)((n,1) -*=0, n)2.
{Jn-t -

That is

(n-t)((n)>+, n)2,
[Jn-''

from which we have if a > 0,

0 > =-L n) 2, (6.6)
"1/n - 1 "-i/e(")

Since ((n) is decreasing and greater than I for n ) 2,

1 < lim ((") < *.

Therefore

By using H'Lôpital's rule,

From (6.6), (6.7) and (6.8), we conclude that if a ) 0, then B > 1.

The proof is complete. tr

)\"-\/(@¡: t.

)¡g-"-ln-t:r. (6.8)

(6.7)
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Proof of Theorern 6.2. We observe that

Go,u,"(r):Ing-o,6(n) +r, n € 16.

Suppose that ¿ > 0,b : tl2and c > åhf,. Since fbr n e Nl

cf),"@): [tns-o,a(r)]("), r € 16,

by Theorem 6.1,

from which we see Go¡*(r) is decreasing on -16. Flom (6.2), by using (3.10),

we have

By hypothesis c > å t*f, thus

eL)Gyì,.(r) >0, n €NI, re 16,

And then

Iim Go,6,"(r) : -otn1/ffi + 
".

(6.9) together with (6.10) means that Go,6,"(z) is completely monotonic. On

the other hand, rf G",6,"(r) is completely monotonic, then g-",0(r) is logarith-

mically completely monotonic and Go,6'(ø) is nonnegative and decreasing on

16. Therefore

0 < lå Go,b*(r) ( oo. (6.11)

"\g 
G',u,"tu) > o'

Go,6,.(r)20, r€16.

(6 e)

(6.10)
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Since g-",u(r) is logarithmically completely monotonic, by Theorem 6.1, we

know that either ø < 0 and b ) 1 or a > 0 and ö < 712. By using (3.t0), we

can show that if either a<0 and b > Ll2 or o > 0 and b <1f2,then

"lfåG,,u,"(r) 
: -oo,

which is impossible compared with the fact of (6.11). So we have proved

that a > 0 and b:I12. F\rthermore, if ô :712, then, by using (3.10),

Jlg C,,u,"(r) : -atn JZn þ + c.

Fbom (6.12) and (6.i1), we obtain c> |1"7.
The proof is complete.

(6.12)

n



Chapter 7

A class of completely
monotonic functions related to
the remainder of Binet's
forrnula with applications

7.L Introduction and main results

The noted Binet's f'ormula (see Theorem 3.4) states that for ø € IR+,

lnr(z) : ('- ;) Inr -r t ln J2n + 0(r),

where

o(n):: l,- (*-+.;)+"
is called the remainder of Binet's formula (7 1).

g0

(7.1)

(7.2)
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Let p € lR+ and q, r € lR. be parameters, and let

Ío,0,,@) ,: rl7(pr) - q0(r)1, r € R+.

In this chapter, we give a necessary condition and some sufficient condi-

tions for fo,n,r(r) to be completely monotonic, and discuss some applications

as well.

Theorem 7.L. Suppose that r + 0 and fo,r,,(r), defined bg (7.3), belong to

CM(R.+), then ei,ther r > 0 and(p,q) e h orr <0 and(p,q) e D2, where

Dy :: (0, 1] x (--, 1]U (1, oo) x (-oo,1) and D2:: (0, t) x (1, *)U [1, oo) x

[1, -)

Theorem 7.2. If r ) 0, q < mi.n(7,11ù or r 10,Q) mar(I,If p), then

fo,n,,@) € CM(IR+).

A function / is said to be star-shaped (see [24]) on lR.+ if for all 0 < a < 1

f ("") < af @), z € lR+.

(7.3)

Also recall that a function / is superadditive on IR+ if for all r,A > 0

f(r+a)2f@)+f(a)

If - J is superadditive, Ihen f is said to be subadditive. It is known that

a star-shaped function is superadditive(see [24],166, p. 453]). One of the

applications of Theorem 7.2 is the following result.
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Corollary 7.3.

1. The functi,on -0(r) i,s star-shaped on lR.+.

2. The functi,on 0(r) i,s subaddi,t'iue onR+.

7.2 Lemmas

The following lemmas are needed to prove our results.

Lernrna 7.4.

1. The functi,on

ð(t) :: *- I**, ¿ € rR+

i,s stri,ctlE i,nueasing onto (0,1/2).

2. The deri.uati,ue of õ(t)

116'(t¡:a-6a, ú€rR+

i,s stri,ctlg i,ncreasi,ng onto (0,1/12).

Lemma 7.5. Let 6(t) be the functi,on defi,ned bg (7.4), then

i.) for 0 < a < 1,

a-6(t) <6(o:t) < 1.ô(ú), ú € R.+.

(7 4)

I /.ÐJ
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The constants a and I in (7.5) are best possi,ble.

ä.)Joralt,

1 .ô(¿) < 6(at) < a.6(t), ú € IR+. (7.6)

The constants I and a i,n (7.6) are best poss'ible.

Proof. Suppose that 0 < a. < 1. By lemma 7.4(1), we have

Now let

By Lemma 7.4(7),

lim e(t) : g. (7 8)
t+U*

Since

s'(t): a[6'(at) -ô'(¿)], ú € lR+,

by Lemma 7.4(2), we obtain

g'(t)>0, ¿€lR+,

õ(at)<õ(t), ¿€lR+. (7.7)

s(t) :: 6(at) - a6(t), ¿ € IR+.

which means that 9(ú) is strictly increasing. Then from (7.8), we have

s(t) : 6(at) - aô(ú) > 0, ú € R+. (7 9)
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Combining (7.7) and (7.9) yields (7.5). It is easy to see that

,. õ(at) _ .,,il*i6:'.
From Lemma 7 .4(I) and Lemma 7.4(2), by using L'Hôpital's ru1e,

,. õ(at) ,. a6'(c¿t)
,tlË ô(Ð 

:,tl& 
6'(ù 

: a'

From (7.10) and (7.11), we known that the constants a and 1 in

best possible.

The proof of part zz) is similar to that of part z).

The proof is complete.

7.3 Proofs of the main results

Proof oJ Theorem 7.-1. Fbom (7.1) and (7.3), after some algebra, we obtain

- fr,n,,@) : rlqtþ(r) - prþ(pr) * + + @ - q)rnr + prnpl.

By using Theorem 3.D, we have, for r € IR+,

-fr,n,,@) : rlPlnpr (p - qh *+ + @ - q)rnr +a(r)], (7.12)

where

a(r) ::q" i -:--- - n2rË , t
)'- ,e 4 nh+r) Y * 2 n(n+pr)'n:I\/n:1\

(7.10)

we obtain

(7.11)

(7.5) are

n
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Suppose that fo,q,,(r) e CM(R*), lhen -fo,n(z) is nonnegative and

creasing on lR+. Hence

Since

from (7.12),

"\T.t-r,,, 
,,(*)l : rþtnp + (p - ùtl +",1T. ; lÚ"9 + ,@ - q)rl" "] .

(7.14)

From (7.13) and (7.14), we conclude that either r(7- q) > 0 or r(1 -Ç) :0

and r(p - q) < 0. Flom this result, we can get the conclusion of Theorem

7.L.

The proof is complete. tr

Proof of Theorem 7.2. Let ô(ú) be the f'unction defined by Q.a). By Lemma

7.4(7), we have

0 < li'p. I- Ío,n,,@)J ( oo.

lim ølz) : 0.
z+0* \ /

95

de-

(7.13)

ô(¿) >0, ¿€R+ (7.15)
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By formula (7.2), for r € 1R+,

Ír,n,,(,) :' (lr* 69) 
"-"'¿u - , lr* !" *at)

:'(lr* õ(tfP) 

"-'tdt - q 
lr* Y'*otÌ

: 
lo* 

k(P'q'';t¡Çat'

where

k(p, q,r;t) :: r[õ(tlfl - qô(¿)], ú € IR+

By (7.15) and Lemma7.5, we conclude that

k(p,q,r;t)>0, úe iR+ (7.17)

tf p, q and r satisfy one of the following conditions:

t) r)0,0<p<1andq<I;

i,i.) r ) 0, p> tand q < Ilp;

¿ii) r ( 0,0<p< l and q>|lp;

iu) r10,p>landq)1.

If P:1, then, from (7.16),

k(P,q,r;t): r(1 - q)6(t).

Since ð(¿) > 0, we get

(7.16)

k(p,q,r;t)>0, ¿€lR+ (7.18)
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if r ) 0,p: L,q 1I or r < 0,p: I,Q ) 1. Combining results (7.17) and

(7.18), v/e see that if

r)0,q<mi,n(I,11p)

It(p,q,r;ú) >0, ú€lR+,

which implies that fo,n,,(z) e CM(R+).

The proof is complete.

r ( 0, q> mar(L,Llp),

Proof oJ Corollary 7.3. Letr:7 and 0 1p: Q 1t, from Theorem7.2,

Jr,q,,(r) : o(pn) - por > o.

Hence -0(r) is star-shaped on lR+, which implies tlnat -0(r) is supperaddi-

tive. Consequently, d(z) is subadditive.

The proof is complete. n

n



Chapter I

Monotonicity and concavity
properties of some functions
associated with the gamma
function and applications 1

8.1 Introduction and main results

We say dn - bn (n > ,o) if there exist two absolute constants c1 ) 0 and

cz)0suchthat

1A version of this chapter has been published in J. Inequal. Pure Appl. Math.

7 (2006), Art. 45.

clbnlanlczbn

98

(8 1)
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hoid f'or all n ) ns. The fi.xed numb€rs c1 and c2 in (8.1) are called equivalence

constants.

In 2002, it was proved bV Qi [77] that the functions

f(r,r) : [ffi] 
t/(s-r),,f(s, 

r,r) ::[tr3] 
I/(s-r)

and

l-ry(s' r)l t/(s-r)
g(s,r,r):: lñ)

are increasing with respect to r ) 0, s ) 0, or r > 0.

Ramanujan in 1916 in [83] presented the following statement

r(r+ r):^/îG). (s,'+ 4r2+.*h)' , z€tR+

with 3/10 10, 11.

Inspired by (8.2), Ponnusamy and Vuorinen in 1997 in [76] made a con-

jecture that the function

where

o@)::(:)"*P,
is increasing from (1, -) into (1/100, i/30).

ft@) :: lg(")lu - (8rt + 4r2 + r),

In 2001, Karatsuba [53] proved, a little bit more than the above conjec-

ture, that the function fír) is strictly increasing from [1, oo) onto [/r(1), /t(-))

(8.2)
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with

/,(1) : # - tt: 0.0111e76'.. and /,(*) :

In 2003, Alzer [3] proved that

alft(") .#, r€lR+,

where

t ,: 
TjB Í'@) :0.0100450 ' ' ' : Ííro)

for some 16 € [0.6,0.7]. Since f{ro) < fi(1) and

fr(no) < lim fr(ù: a,t+U+ \/ 7T

his result shows that fi(ø) is not still monotonic on (0, 1].

In 1997, it was showed by Anderson and Qiu [13] that the f'unction

1

30

is strictly increasing from (1, oo) onto (1 - ry, 1), where 7 is the Euier-

Mascheroni constant. In 1998, Alzer [6] proved that 12(r),with

r, \ lnf(z+1)
Jzlr) :: --ì-r \îï

is strictly increasing on IR+. Also note that the function f2(r) was proved to

be concave on (1, oo) in 2000 by Elbert and Laforgia [33], and the derivative

fz(t) :: !g¡fz{") 
: I -'y,
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Ji@) was proved to be strictly completely monotonic on (1,oo) in 2001 by

Berg and Pedersen [19].

In 129, 43,57,77,82,90], monotonicity property of other functions related

to the (di)gamma function was obtained.

For the approximation to n !, a well-kno\Mn result is the following Stirling's

f'ormula:

nl - J2trnnne-n., r¿ --+ oo,

which is a very useful tool in analytical probability theory and statistical

physics.

Mermin [67] in 1984 gave an exact identity f.or nl as follows:

nl : \/zitnnne-n fr G + tl Ð¡*'t' 
.he

Hsu [48] in 1997 also constructed an identity for n!:

n! : ,/znnnne-n u*p i i U^ .,1X ;t)'ãfr zj(j +1)

In this chapter, we shall give some monotonicity and concavity proper-

ties of some functions involving the gamma function and, as application,

deduce some equivalence sequences to the sequence n! with best equivalence

constants.

Theorem 8.L. The Junctions

-tL4&ttùÍ\r¡::,r("-TT (8.3)
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and

F(r) :: e*l(r -t t) 
(8.4)rr

are stri,ctlg log-concaue and stri.ctlg i,nueasi.ng fromR+ onto (0,I1J2") and

onto (L, æ), respectiuely.

Theorem 8.2. The Juncti.on

'is stri,ctly log-concaue and stri,ctly increas,ing from (-I12,æ) onto ($F, \P"F).

Theorem 8.3. The functi,on

,, \ e'l(r+L)\Æ=h(r)=Ê (8.6)

i,s stri,ctlg log-concaue and strictly i,ncreasi,ng Jrom (L,æ) onto (0,Æ).

As an application of these theorems, we have the following corollaries.

Corollary 8.4.

nt N e-nnn+t/2 (r, > 1).

s(r) ::. e'l(ø + 1)

(r + Llz)'+ttz

Moreouer, for all n € NI,

J2"."-nnntrl2 <nl.Se.e-nnn17/2. (87)

The equi.ualence constants t/2¡r and e in (8.7) are best poss,ible.

(8.5 )
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Corollary 8.5.

nr - e-"(n+tl2)+L/' @>o).

Moreouer, for all n € NIs,

J2"-'/ 11n+1/2

\* 
* ,) 1n! 1 l-T "-" (". ;)n*'/2 (8.8)

The equi,ualence constants t/2 and Jffi zn (8.S) are best poss,ible.

Corollary 8.6.

n!-\f .-" -"-"nn*L/2 @22).
Y n-L

Furthermore, for all n ) 2,

The equi,ualence constants (el2)2 and. J2tr in (8.9) are best poss'ible.

In 2000, Sándor and Debnath [85, Theorem 5] proved, with a long proof

(three pages), that for n22,

t/ñ e-.nnn+L/2 < ,t < ( - "=\t'' J* "-nnn-.r/2. (g.10)
\n-7)

The famous Wallis' formula was used in their proof. In fact, (8.10) immedi-

ately follows from (8.7) and (8.9)

(8.e)
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8.2 Proof of main results

Lemma 8.7. The function

p(r)::^#_*
'is strictlg'increasi,ng frorn R+ onto (-æ,,0).

Proof of Theorem 8.-1. Taking the logarithm of J@) defined

then differentiating yield

rnJ@): (* -å) t r - r- tnr(z),

[In f (r)]' : Inn - * - rþ(r).

Then by formula (3.5) of Theorem 3.C,

Hence, [ln/(z)]' > 0 f'or r € IR+

is strictly increasing on lR.+.

llnf(r)l':r lr*

It is easy to see that lim,-o*f (r):0. By (8.12) and (3.10) of Theorem

3.E, we have

(8.11)

by (8.3) and

rn f (r): - ln Jn + 
"(:) 

-- h#, r ---+ æ,

which implies lim"** f (") : U^Æ; .

tdt

@Tæ@'-T' r>o'

, which means that ln f (r), and

(8.12)

(8.13)

(8.14)

then /(z),
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From (8.4) we have

lnF(ø) :r*lnf(z+1) - rlnr, so

[lnF(r)]' :1þ(r * 1) - lnr.

Then by (3 6) of Theorem 3.C, for all r > 0,

[rnF(r)]' :m(t*:) +2 [* $ rs. (8.r2;
\ ' 2t) ' - Jo [t2 +4(n+Ll2)2)(¿"t +t)'

Hence, lnF(r), and then F(r), are strictly increasing on IR.+.

It is easy to see that lim,-r+ F(r) : 1. By using (3.10) of Theorem 3.E,

from (8.15),

InF(z) :|m, +rnJ2n. r(;) 1 r---+ æ.

Therefore, lnF(z), and then .F(r) tend to oo as u --+ oo.

Formulas (8.14) and (8.17) tell us that [n f (")]'and [n F(r)]'are both

strictly decreasing. Therefore,lnf (r) and lnF(z) are strictly concave, that

is, the functions J@) and F(r) are both log-concave. n

Proof oJ Theorem 8.2. Taking the logarithm of g@) defined by (8.5) and

then differentiating give us

(8.15)

(8.16)

rns(r) : r l-lnr(z + 1) - (, *i)* (" * å),

flns(r)l' : rþ(r+ 1) - t (" * å)

(8.i8)

(8.1e)
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Then, by formula (3.6) of Theorem 3.C, we have

So

which means that lng(r), then g(r), are strictly increasing on (-712,æ).

Since l(Uz): Jî, it is easy to verify that lim"*-L/2g(r): ,/nk.
füom (8.18) and (3.i0) of Theorem 3.E, we obtain

tns(r): (" * å) 
r iÏr+rntÆ - 1+ ,(:), n--+ æ.

Hence lng(r) -- In J2tr/ã as u ---+ oo, and then lim"- * g(r) : J2.rF.

Formula (8.20) shows that [ng(z)]' is strictly decreasing. Therefore,

lng(r) is strictly concave, that is, the function g(r) is log-concave. n

Proof of Theorem 8.9. Fbom (8.6), we get

[lne(r)]' > 0, r, (- å,*),

Inh(r): tn f (r) * r *Tr"O- 1) - rInr, so

[Inh(r)]' : ,þ(r). #_n - Inr.

By setting r :'tL * 1 with u ) 0, we have

(8.20)

(8.21)

[Intr(r)]' : rþ(r+ 1) + fi-m6+ 1) : flns(u)l' - p(u),

(8.22)

(8.23)
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where 9(u) and p(u) are respectively defined by (8.5) and (8.i1). From (S.21)

and Lemma8.7, it is deduced that [nh(ø)]' ) 0 for r > I. Therefore, Inh(r),

and then h(r), are strictly increasing on (1, oo).

It is obvious that lim,-r+ h(r):0. Flom (8.22) and (3.10) of Theorem

3.E, we see

rnh(r):Trn+ +ht/2tr .o(:)--InJ2tr, t---+ æ.

So lim"-- h(r): t/ñ

Since 9(ø) is strictly iog-concave and g@) is strictly increasing, [Inh(r)]'

is strictly decreasing. Therefore,Inh(r) is strictly concave, that is, the func-

tíon h(r) is log-concave. n

Proof of Corollarg 8.4.8y Theorem 8.1, we know that the f'unction f (r) is

strictly increasing from lR.+ onto (0, tlJñ), hence

1 .. nn*7/2 1

;: Í(L) 3 f ("): ãnt . 
^/^

forn€N,and
_. nn+r/2 1

;::* d""t 
: 

ø'
From (8.24) and (8.25), we see that Corollary 8.4 is true.

Proof of Corollary 8.5. By Theorem 8.2, we see that the

(8.24)

(8.25)

n

function g(r) is
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strictly increasing from (-1/2,*) onto (f trþ, ø¡"). So

^/z:e(0) <s(n):

and

Inequality (8.26) is equivalent to (8.8). Since the consta*s rt and f2"þ
are best possible in (8.26), they are also best possibie in (8.8). n

Proof of Corollary 8.6. The monotonicity property of h(r) in Theorem 8.3

implies

ennt. 12"

6TrW.rÞ'l;' n€N6

lim;\à ç,,¡1¡zytø
enn!

and

yUF:J2n
r¿+oo fLn+.

From (8.27) and (8.28), v/e see that Corollary 8.6 is valid.

(;)' : h(z) s h(n) :

2r
e

(8.26)

e"nlJn - 1

y¿nl7
<J2", tu)2 (8.27)

(8.28)

n



Appendix A

Proof of some results
related to completely
monotonic functions

In this appendix, we present proofs of some interesting results mentioned in

Chapter 1.

The following result is due to Dubourdieu [32] in 1g3g.

Theorem A.L. For o"na a ) -ñ, a non-constant completely monotonic

functi,on on I ;: (o, -) must be stri,ctlg completelg rnonotonic there.

Proof. We only need to show that if (-1)k/(fr)("0) :0 for some k € No and

f'or some rs € I, then /(z) is a constant on 1.

Now suppose (-1)fr/(t)(zs) :0 for some k € NIs and for some rs € I.
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Since (-t;t¡trl e CM(I), by Theorem 1.R, ¡{Ð(r):0,r €.I. And so

We claimthat c1 :... : ck-r:0 in (4 1) Otherwise, limr*- f@):

oo, which contradicts the fact that f (r) is decreasing on .I; or lim,- ,- f (r) :

-oo, which contradicts the fact that f @) > 0 on 1. Consequently, Í(r):

Cs,r € I. n

Theorem A,.2. For each completely monoton'ic sequence {p"}i, there eri,sts

one and only one number ¡rf, such that {p,f,,1-1t., þ2,. . .} it mi,ni,mal completely

monoton'ic.

ProoJ. Let

f(r): cs* c1r + "'+ ck-trk-r, n € I.

Since {p"}i is completely monotonic, A I Ø. Also A is iower bounded since

tt) l-rt. Hence pö:: inf ,4. is finite.

In order to prove {þö.,ttt,þ2,... } is completely monotonic, it is suffices

to show

A :: {Á{p,lr.,lrz,. . . } is completely monotonic}. (A.2)

(A.1)

By the definition of pö, there exist p(j) € A, j e NI such that

t"U) - p,ö (r -* *).

(-t)kAfr¡rfi>0, keNo. (A 3)

(4.4)
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Nowforj€N

er)k 
^h 

u(i) : u(i). _É (l) r_rl* r*,
m:l

ThusforkeNlo

tim (-t)kAk p(i) :
J-oo

Since ¡ii) ç ¡,

(-l)kaÈp(') > o, .7 €NI,ke No.

Combining (4.8) and (A'.9) gives

(-r)kAÈ¡;fi>0, keNIo.

¡g¡,ør . É (l)r-'t*r*
zn:Ì \

pö+f,(h)rr*,*

(-t)tA*¡rö

keNo.

Now suppose that there are two distinct numbers us and ?r0 such that

{oo, ltr, þ2, . . .} and {ro, ltr, I,Lz, 
. . .} are both minimal completely monotonic.

Say ?s 1'u)0, since {t s, þt,1f,2,...} ir minimal completely monotonic, by de-

finition {oo,ltr, þ2,". } is not completely monotonic-a contradiction occrus.

The proof is complete. n

Theorem 4.3. ,4 logarithmi,cally completely monotoni,c functi,on whi,ch i,s

not i,dent'icallg equal to cse-* on I :: (o, *) for some c6 ) 0 and some

c ) 0 'is strictly logarithmically completelg monoton'ic there.

(A 5)

(A.6)

(A.7)

(A.8)

(A.e)
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Proof. We only need to show that if Í € LCM(I) and for some k € N6 and

f'or some 16 e I,

then /(r) : coê-æ for some ca ) 0 and some c 2 0 on 1.

Since f e LCM(I),

s(r) :: -["/(r)]' € CM(I).

(4.10) means that

(-1)* h(e) ¡1ro; : s,

where m: k - 1 € NIs. From (4.1i) and (4.i2), by Theorem 4.1, we get

s(r):-[Inf(r)]':c) 0, r €1.

From (A'.i3), we have

f(*):co€-o, r€1,

where cs is a positive constant.

772

(I¡*nr'"1("0) :0,

(A.10)

The following result is due to Qi and Chen ITB] in 200a.

Theorem A.4. LCM(/) c CM(I).

Proof. Suppose J e LCM(I). We only need to show that (-t\"¡t"l(r) 2

0,r €.I0 for n € NI. Let g(r)::Inf (r),r e I, then /(z) - ¿o@),r € L

(A.11)

(4.12)

(A.13)

n
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By Lemma 2.18, for n € NI,

d'Í : \- nl 
.s@)

drn /' i,.,!'i,!...i-!"
(h,i2,... ,in)eLn

where ,À, is defined by (2.5).

Thus

ÇÐ¡t"t@):

Since (-1,¡t'nro @) : (-1)o m{Ð ¡(ø) } 0, n €

Ç¡" ¡f"l@) > 0, n e.Io for n € NI.

(ù,à2,'.. ,in)ehn

(o)" (#)' (#)'" ,

Theorem 4.5. ,4 funct'ion f wi,th /(0) > 0

[0,*), i,f and onls i.J the funct'ion f lf Q) ts

i.nfi,ni,telg di,uisi,ble probabi,litg d'istributi,on.

¡!a*(") ((-i)le') " . . . ((-rY s("))'"

Proof. Necessity:

Let s(r) t: f @)lf(0),2 e /, then s € LCM(I).

.I, then

g(r):e-h("), r€I

and

(A.14)

Io,i € NI, from (4.14), we have

n

is i,n LCM(I), where I ::

the Laplace transform of an

Forn€Nsandø€lR.+

(-I)lh' (r¡1(") : ?I) h("*r)(") : (-1)"*t [ln 9(r)]t'+t) > 0

h(0) :-lne(0) :s.

Let h(n) :: -Ing(r),, e

(A.15)

(A.16)
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for g € LCM(I). Hence

h' e C M(R+).

By (4.15), (4.16), and (4.17), from Theorem 1.W, we see that g : f lÍQ)

is the Laplace transform of an infinitely divisible probability distribution.

Sufficiency:

By Theorem 1.W'

with

and

f=\"):e-h(,). re I
/(0) -w , ú\

From (4.i8)

774

In f (r): In /(0) - h(*), r Ç I.

Therefore, for n € N and r € IR.+

(A.17)

h(0) : å(0+)

h'e CM(ìR+).

That is, f e LCM(R*). AIso by (4.19), /(0) : /(O+). Hence J e LCM(I).

The proof is compiete. n

(-l)"[tn Í(Q]to : (-1)"1- h(r)l{")

: (*1)'-t[h'(r)]("-t) > 6 by (4.20).

(A.18)

(A.1e)

(A.20)
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